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"Bomimiry is a vision of a world that works"
- janine Benyus
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1.1 MOTIVATION
Among the most signiant environment hallenges, of our time, are the global li-
mate hange, exessive fossil fuel dependeny and our growing ities demand for
energy, all likely to be major hallenges of the twenty rst entury and some of the
greatest problems faing humanity [Gut 1993℄.
By looking at the ommunity today, it's hard not to ask, how this will end ? The
earliest known writings of environment hallenges were written between the 9th and
the 13th enturies, but were not really thought of until after the World War II.
After the Great Smog in London in 1952, that killed at least 4000 people, the rst
major modern environmental legislation was set in 1956, The Clean Air At. In
the United States, the Congress passed the Clean Air at, the Clean Water At
and the National Environmental Poliy At between the mid-1950s and early 1970s
[OmAmarson 2011℄.
Rahel Carson's published her book Silent Spring in 1962. It generated a storm
of ontroversy over the use of hemial pestiides. She is reognized by many, as
the pioneer of modern environmental awareness. Baker Randall said that The on-
troversy sparked by Silent Spring led to the enatment of environmental legislation
and the establishment of government agenies to better regulate the use of these
hemials.[Baker 1996℄. In this ontext, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) represented in 2007, the work of 2,500 sientists from more than
130 ountries, whih laim that humans have been the primary ause of global warm-
ing sine 1950. In order for mankind to stop aeting the limate , it has to move
away from fossil fuels like oal and oil, within few deades.
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There is ample evidene to suggest that the narrow band of limati onditions that
supports the on-going survival of the human speies is hanging. This aets not
only humans but also many, if not most of the other speies that inhabit the planet
as well as the omplex web of relationships between them.
The on-going existene of human ivilization, in its urrent form, is potentially in
danger not only due to limate hange but also beause of eosystem degradation
and the loss of biodiversity. Beause these two problems are aused mostly by
humans, it is apparent that the way many humans urrently live, partiularly in
industrialized ountries is not onduive to the long term ontinuation of human
ivilization [Zari 2012℄, (Figure 1.1) laries this. It illustrates that humans ex-
ist within eosystems, rather than as separate from them. Eosystems in turn exist
within and inuene the greater global limati system. Humans impats on limate
hange and biodiversity are represented by the red arrows in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Drivers and results of hange. Soure: [Zari 2012℄
Human ativities and behaviors have impated negatively on the limate and on
eosystems (represented by the red arrows). Changes in limate are known to be
largely anthropogeni in origin, and stem from many dierent kinds of human ativ-
ities. This means diret and indiret impats of limate hange on human soieties
are ourring (represented by blue arrow 4). The degradation of eosystems and
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loss of biodiversity are also aused by numerous human ativities. This results in
the loss of eosystem servies,in terms of both quality and quantity (represented by
blue arrow 3). The feedbak aused by human indued drivers of hange between
the limate and eosystems amplies in many instanes the speed and sale of both
limate hange and biodiversity loss (illustrated by blue arrows 5 and 6) reating a
self-reinforing feedbak loop [Zari 2012℄.
In front of the global limate's dilemma, sientists and deision makers are on-
sious about the importane of improving and adapting it, and they adopted the
basi priniples of sustainable development. As quoted in [Benyus 2002℄, the signif-
iant problems we fae annot be solved by the same level of thinking that reated
them, it is time to both aknowledge the diult issues that fae the integrity of
eosystem health, as we know it and venture whole-heartedly to nd solutions.
Globally, buildings aount for around one third of energy use and are responsible
for over half of total greenhouse gas emissions. Studies show that the eieny im-
provement apaity of buildings is signiant; researhers have estimated that the
urrent energy onsumption of buildings ould be ut by 30 to 35 per ent simply
by using energy more eiently. Another 25 per ent ould be gained by transform-
ing the existing building stok through retrotting it into energy-eient buildings
[Krigger 2004℄.
One of the most important design hallenges in arhiteture is designing eologial
buildings loated in hot and arid region. This region is situated in two belts at
latitudes between approximately 150 and 300 North and South of the equator. Its
main harateristis are the very hot summer season and a ooler winter season, and
the great temperature dierene between day and night (see Figure 1.2).
In this region, sientists reommend the use of the priniples of the sustainable de-
sign that are based mainly on reduing the energy onsumption of the building and
the ahievement of eo-eieny of buildings.
We have a spei interest to a sustainable approah in the design beause we
have a strong feeling that it is time to at, espeially to introdue new reetion's
methods, new ways of thinking and nd a new way to approah the arhiteture
and urbanism in Sahara.
A new approah is emerging attrated our attention sine we started looking more
losely to sustainable design, an approah that not only reverses degeneration of the
earth's natural systems, but reates systems that an o-evolve with us, in a way
that generates mutual benets and reates an overall expression of life and resiliene.
This ideology is alled biomimiry that refers to sustainability by looking to nature
for solutions. More preisely, it is a proess that involves artiially reprodue nat-
ural properties from biologial systems [Yurtkuran 2013℄.
Biomimiry is the siene of opying natural systems and designs, in order to reate
new industrial produts. It is based on what we an learn from the nature, not on
what we an extrat from it [Vinent 2002℄. It is dened by Benyus as the tehnial
term used in biohemistry, biology, pharmaeutials, engineering, and by material
sientists in their quest for properties in living organisms and natural systems that
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Figure 1.2: World limati zones
an be extrapolated from observation and sienti analysis, in order to apply them
in industry, mediine as well as other disiplines [Elghawaby 2010℄.
As seen in [Bahamon 2007℄, [Gauthier 2011℄, [Baumeister 2012℄, Biomimiry pro-
vides an example that an serve as a model, a oneptual framework that permits
and enhanes the exploration of our world. Instead of having to do ost benet
analysis of human health and the environment and working to lean up our messes
we ould instead model our systems after nature so that there are no messes to begin
with.
Letting nature take a role as teaher has a logi that rosses aademi barriers and
suggests that the study of natural proesses is a valuable omponent and potentially
an equal partner with traditional biologial disiplines researhing nature.
Biomimiry presents a very promising solution to this issue. This is due to both
the fat that it is an inspirational soure of possible innovation and beause of the
potential, it oers as a way to reate a more regenerative built environment.
Aording to Benyus [Benyus 2002℄, the Biomimis are disovering what works in
the natural world, and more important, what lasts. After 3.8 billion years of re-
searh and development, what surrounds us is the seret of to survival. The more
our world looks and funtions like this natural world, the more likely we are to be
aepted on this home that is ours, but not ours alone.
The priniple of Biomimetis strives to learn what an nature learn us and to not
neessarily imitate it but distil from nature the qualities and harateristis of nat-
ural form and systems that may be appliable to our interpretation of arhiteture.
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The nature gives us several examples and solutions of adaptation to hot limate.
These living biologial systems do not only oer speial physial harateristis but
also funtional systems. In this ontext, a number of questions are addressed in this
dissertation:
- Could the lessons learned from living natural systems be applied to arhiteture
to lessen its environmental impat?
- Can the ombination of the biologial harateristis of life and the built environ-
ment oer new solutions for more appropriate, more sustainable arhitetural
designs in hot and arid regions?
- Can we use and explore the potential of biomimiry in developing a more sustain-
able reetion's methods towards a living arhiteture in hot and arid regions?
1.3 HYPOTHESIS
In the light of various readings, we think that answers to the questions posed pre-
viously, may be summarized in the following hypothesis:
1. The biomimeti ideology oers to the designers the opportunity to develop a
more sustainable reetion's methods towards a living arhiteture in hot and
arid regions.
2. Biomimiry oers to the designers the opportunity to design better buildings,
whih are loated in hot and arid regions by emulating the very natural systems
and proesses in eosystems and translating them into human designs.
The sope of this researh is the study and analysis of biomimiry as an important
tool for arhitetural design and sustainable onstrution, fousing on the possibil-
ity of applying biomimeti priniples seleted in the design proess, desribing their
potential for future sustainable design in hot and arid regions.
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The main objetive of this researh is to link the two emerging sienes, Biomimiry
and arhitetural design, exploring their potential in developing a more sustainable
reetionâs methods towards a living arhiteture in hot and arid regions. To reah
this objetive we are aiming to:
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- Imitate suh living biologial systems of adaptation found in ora and fauna of
the desert biome (living in hot and arid limates) in order to transform them
into arhitetural design priniples.
- Investigate new strategies for sustainable design in hot and arid limates, whih
are derived from the natural designs, living systems and proesses, from their
material, properties and from their adaptive response to hanges in their en-
vironment.
The urrent work attempts to investigate new strategies for sustainable design in
hot and arid limates, whih are derived from the natural designs, living systems
and proesses, from their material, properties and from their adaptive response to
hanges in their environment.
Simultaneously, the nature gives us several examples and solutions of adaptation
to hot limate. These living biologial systems do not only oer speial physial
harateristis but also funtional systems. In this researh, we try to imitate suh
living biologial systems of adaptation found in ora and fauna of the desert biome
(living in hot and arid limates) in order to transform them into arhitetural design
priniples aiming to prove that the human reasoning is illogial and we an retify
it using the nature's genius.
1.5 STRUCTURE & METHODOLOGY
Through an exploratory and analytial researh, this work is an attempt to establish
a link between biomimiry and arhitetural design. It starts by the exploration of
the inuene of biomimiry on arhiteture, resulting in a set of seleted priniples
that ould be applied in the design in hot and arid limate. These priniples are
then abstrated in order to use them as spei arhitetural design onepts.
Arhitetural design and natural sienes are both vast and omplex elds. To
avoid reating a superial relation between the two disiplines, a omprehensive
and areful examination are neessary. Methods used for this investigation are
diverse. Literature researh, expert interviews and analyze of natural mehanisms
and systems are arried out.
To ahieve the main objetive of this researh, the following steps are arried out:
- Investigate adaptation strategies and mehanisms found in nature.
- Explain the basis of biomimiry.
- Analyze design methods existing in literature and summarize their merits and
limitations.
- Introdue and investigate some ase studies that have been built or that are in
developing stage. These ases will aim to explain three main aspets of nature's
mentoring approahes, whih are natural forms, proesses and systems.
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• We will look at some preedent built examples that have been inspired
from natural forms.
• We will look at theoretial examples that have been developed from the
understanding of natural proesses.
• We will look at natural systems that at as mentor to inform arhitetural
design solution in the desert biome.
- Explore the potential of biomimiry on arhiteture.
- Explore the possibility of implementing and orrelating seleted biologial prini-
ples with arhitetural design.
The outline of this thesis is as follows: this thesis ontains two parts; theoretial
and pratial part:
1. The theoretial part: Biomimiry, innovation inspired by nature. This part
ontains two hapters ( hapter 2, hapter 3) reviewing, respetively, the natu-
ral world and theoretial framework on biomimiry . The ontents of hapter
2 tell how is nature is a living laboratory, how it an be a model, measure
and mentor by having the best solutions for nowadays problems. Chapter3
introdues the biomimeti approah and deals with the analysis of the dif-
ferent design methods and approahes of Biomimiry found in literature and
summarizes their merits, and how we an explore them in the design.
2. The pratial part:
Towards a living arhiteture ontains three hapters (hapter 4; hapter 5,
hapter 6). In hapter 4, an overview of Biomimiry and its inuene on arhi-
tetural design, we will explore its potential in arhiteture and the possibility
of implementing biologial priniples with arhitetural design. This hapter
deals with the analysis of some appliations of Biomimiry in arhiteture to
nd out the advantages and the spaes that exist in this approah of design. In
hapter 5, we present the ase of the study and the Biobrainstorming method-
ology, a useful bio-key tool based on biomimeti priniples to nd new methods
and systems for renewable energy in hot and arid regions. This methodology
is relevant to various disiplines as a problem solver to optimize the energy
use; this is due to the generality of the strategy tools. Chapter 6 inludes the
simulation, the main highlights, results and nal remarks. Finnaly, hapter 7









"Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better."
- Albert Einstein
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2.1 Introdution
After 3.8 billion years of evolution, nature has learned what works, what is ap-
propriate, what lasts, and what survives. Nature is a model of eieny, where
virtually nothing is wasted, and where natural systems work in harmony with eah
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other, in ommunities. The model of nature has been used as a soure of inspira-
tion for design of the human environment for millennia. The forms, strutures and
organizing priniples found in nature have inspired ountless onepts, proesses
and produts in art, design and arhiteture. In this hapter, we will show what we
ould from nature, studying the siene of nature and by exploring native organisms
and eosystems.
Figure 2.1: MonarhButtery (Soure: http://biomimiryqi.org/biomimetisme/)
2.2 DEFINITION OF NATURE AND SIGNIFICATIONS
It will be attempted to disover what exatly it is meant when someone refers to
nature, what is the meaning of the world nature and whih elements belong in the
physial planet.Nature is the phenomena of the physial world olletively, inlud-
ing plants, animals, the landsape, and other features and produts of the earth,
as opposed to humans or human reations. Based on this denition, nature is the
natural world without any hange that people made, thanks to the development
of this ivilization. The nature inludes all the elements of the natural world, for
instane, mountains, trees, animals, or lakes [Tselas 2013℄.
Manab [Manab 2012℄ has mentioned some fats about the diret onnetion of na-
ture with arhiteture. That is explained by the fat that there are so many dierent
kinds of arhiteture that are onneted with nature. Some examples of these kinds
of arhiteture are: organi, biomimiry, vernaular and landsape arhiteture. All
of these dierent ategories use nature as inspiration for the form of building, the
funtions that ould be applied or the way that a building ould be ombined with
the natural environment. Aording to Alvaro Siza,  What is made by man is
not natural. More and more think that there must be a ertain distane between
the natural and the manmade. However, there must be also a dialogue between
the two. Arhiteture omes from nature forms but it also transforms nature...
[Finsterwalder 2011℄.
Nature is a great soure of inspiration. Inspiration is the proess of being mentally
stimulated to do or feel something, espeially to do something reative. When a
projet started arhitets, start to look around in hope to nd inspiration in order
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to design their idea. This idea after many hanges and a lot of development will
take the nal shape. Inspiration ould be almost anything for the arhitets. For
instane, inspiration for an arhitet ould be a painting that they saw, the shape of
the site for whih they have to design the building or the funtionality of the build-
ing . There are many ommon soures of inspiration, whih are used very often
and other soures of inspiration that ould be extraordinary. One of the most used
soures of inspiration is nature beause it oers many ideas that an arhitet an
use for a design. Like said Feuerstein in [Feuerstein 2002℄) the variety of forms in
nature seems endless. Out of a limited quantity of mathematial rules, a seemingly
endless quantity of forms and patterns arise. The beauty of patterns and forms in
nature based on mathematial rules, the regularity and uniformity, and symmetry
are what man feels as harmonious.
Nature is the grand experimentalist, and bio-inspiration looks at naturel's suessful
experiments and attempts to apply their solutions to present-day human problems.
2.3 LIFE, BIOLOGY
The disussion of the natural world requires a disussion of living systems and life
itself. What is life? There is no universal agreement on the denition of life.
Life is a harateristi distinguishing physial entities having biologial proesses
(suh as signaling and self-sustaining proesses) from those that do not, either be-
ause suh funtions have eased (death), or beause they lak suh funtions and
are lassied as inanimate. Various forms of life exist suh as plants, animals, fungi,
protists, arhaea, and bateria. The riteria an at times be ambiguous and may
or may not dene viruses, viroids or potential artiial life as living. Biology is the
primary siene onerned with the study of life, although many other sienes are
involved [Koshland 2002℄.
The smallest ontiguous unit of life is alled an organism. Organisms are omposed
of one, or more, ells, undergo metabolism, maintain homeostasis, an grow, re-
spond to stimuli, reprodue and, through evolution, adapt to their environment in
suessive generations, [Koshland 2002℄. A diverse array of living organisms an be
found in the biosphere of Earth, and the properties ommon to these organisms
plants, animals, fungi, protists, arhaea, and bateria are a arbon and water-based
ellular form with omplex organization and heritable geneti information.
Simple reatures like bateria and algae are systems of enormous omplexity, whih
oer many dierent elds of researh. Even our best tehnial ahievements are still
far away from this omplexity [Gruber 2011℄.
2.3.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIFE
Dierent approahes to a denition of life have been taken over the past hundred
years. The interpretation of life is inuened by the respetive tehnologial level
of a ertain time. Starting with a mere listing of riteria, we have now moved on
towards a systemi view of this phenomenon. Nonetheless, Aording to Petra Gru-
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ber [Gruber 2011℄, important harateristis of life serve as riteria for a omparison
with arhiteture and will be presented in the following.
1. Individual forms.
The neessity of thermodynamially isolating a subsystem is an irreduible
ondition of life. The partial separation of living entities from their envi-
ronment by means of membranes is ruial for the proessing of matter and
energy.
There is an obvious tendeny to diversiation and dierentiation, so that
life exists in an abundant diversity of individual forms. Five big kingdoms
of organisms have been agreed upon:prototista, bateria, fungi, plants and
animals [Margulis 2000℄.
2. Entropy.
The rst law of thermodynamis says that during any transformation the total
energy of any system and its environment is onstant: energy is neither lost
nor gained. Energy - whether as light, movement, radiation, heat, radioativ-
ity, hemial or other -is onserved.
The seond law says that in any moving or energy-using system entropy in-
reases. Other forms of energy tend to onvert to heat, and heat tends to
disorganize matter. There is low entropy and a high degree of order in or-
ganisms. This is only ahieved through permanent proessing of solar and
hemial energy.
As Gruber said, order is based on a hierarhy of strutural levels, every level
based on the one beneath it. Depending on the sale, dierent phenomena
beome important. Order is a fundamental harateristi of any arhitetural
reation. Organisms have found two dierent ways to get round the laws
of thermodynamis: autotrophi organisms use solar energy to establish and
maintain order; heterotrophi organisms use hemial energy by degrading
high-moleular nutrition.
3. Living systems are open systems
Beause metabolism requires exhange of matter and energy with the envi-
ronment, living systems are open systems. Consisting of proteins and nulei
aids, they are able to synthesize these substanes. Supply of energy and
emission of positive entropy in the form of disoriented substane or thermal
energy is neessary to keep entropy low.
4. Emergene
With a growing level of order, new harateristis evolve whih did not exist on
the level beneath. These harateristis are alled emergent harateristis and
result from the interation between the omponents (synergism). Emergene
ours on all levels: with growing omplexity, for instane, ommuniation
and sensing organs have to be used.
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5. Life is based on hierarhial levels of struture
Life is organized on hierarhial strutural levels. Most proesses in living
systems take plae on more than one level (Chemial level, Cells, Organs and
tissues, Population, Community, eosystem). The hierarhial struturing of
matter is one of the most important harateristis of materials in biology.
6. Limitation
In nature, the size of onstrutions is limited through the size of elementary
partiles and the size of the universe.
2.3.2 CLASSICAL CRITERIA OF LIFE
A literature review and examination of riteria of life was onduted by Petra Gru-
ber in 2011. The so-alled riteria of life are dened as follows: order, propagation,
growth and development, energy use, sensing and reating, homeostasis and evo-
lutionary development. These riteria substitute a denition. Living systems are
supposed to display all of these riteria.
1. Order, or negative entropy
All harateristis of life develop out of the omplex organisation of the organ-
ism itself. The existene of life depends on a spei level of omplexity. The
proesses in living organisms take plae in dynami strutures. Dierentiation
and hange of struture and form are possible. All organisms exist in some
kind of hemial order. Order often takes the form of (natural) patterns.
As mentioned before, the order of living systems is not onsistent with the
seond law of thermodynamis saying that with every transformation of mat-
ter and energy the universal entropy inreases. Living systems use a trik to
full this physial ondition: autotrophi organisms use sunlight as an energy
soure and reate omplex moleular material to store energy.
2. Propagation
Organisms are apable of reproduing themselves through passing on geneti
information.
3. Development and growth
Inherited programs in the form of DNA together with RNA ontrol growth and
development proesses and thus generate an organism typially representing
a speies.
4. Growth
Growth in nature relies on ell division and dierentiation. Cells divide, as-
sembling and building material for the living organism.
5. Use of energy
Organisms absorb energy and transform it into other forms. They use solar
energy or nutrients to perform dierent kinds of ativities.
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6. Reations to environment
Sensing and reating are vital for the survival of organisms and their speies.
All organisms have to adapt to their environment, therefore they have to be
sensitive to external stimuli and proess them. All living beings, not just
animals but also plants and miroorganisms, pereive. [Margulis 2000℄.
7. Homoeostasis
The internal environment of an organism is kept onstant within ertain limits
by regulating mehanisms, in spite of variations in the environment. This
regulation is alled homoeostasis and is haraterized by omplex interwoven
ontrol yles.
8. Evolutionary adaptation
As organisms and their environment interat, life develops. As a onsequene
of evolution and natural seletion organisms, beome more and more well-
adapted to the environment, while at the same time shaping it.
2.4 NATURE ASMODEL,MEASURE ANDMENTOR
Doing it nature's way has the potential to hange the way we make materials,
harness energy, heal ourselves, store information, and ondut business . . . In eah
ase, nature would be model, measure, and mentor.
- Nature as model. We would manufature the way animals and plants do, using sun
and simple ompounds to produe totally biodegradable bers, eramis, plas-
tis, and hemials. Our farms, modeled on prairies, would be self-fertilizing
and pest-resistant. To nd new drugs or rops, we would onsult animals and
insets that have used plants for millions of years to keep themselves healthy
and nourished. Even omputing would take its ue from nature, with software
that evolves solutions, and hardware that uses the lok-and-key paradigm to
ompute by touh.
In eah ase, nature would provide the models: solar ells opied from leaves,
steely bers woven spider-style, shatterproof eramis drawn from mother-of-
pearl, aner ures ompliments of himpanzees, perennial grains inspired by
tallgrass, omputers that signal like ells, and a losed-loop eonomy. It means
emulating nature's forms, proesses and systems to solve human problems; this
is the at of biomimiry.
- Nature as measure. Beside providing the model, nature would also provide the
measure, we would look to nature as a standard against whih to judge the
rightness of our innovations. Are they life promoting? Do they t in? Will
they last?
- Nature as mentor. Finally, our relationship with nature would also hange. In-
stead of seeing nature as a soure of raw materials, we would see nature as a
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soure of ideas, as a mentor. This would hange everything, ushering in a new
era based not on what we an extrat from nature, but on what we an learn
from her.
When we view nature as a soure of ideas instead of goods, the rationale for
proteting wild speies and their habitats beomes self-evident. To have more people
realize this is my fondest hope.
Instead of ating as we are separate from nature, we need to aept that we are
part of it and we should be behaving aordingly. By hanging our perspetive on
nature, we an improve our world through designs that take advantage of nature's
ingenuity. These designs an do this on a number of levels.
Figure 2.2: Kingsher (Soure: http://biomimiryqi.org/biomimetisme/)
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2.5 NATURE AS INSPIRATION DURING THE HIS-
TORY OF ARCHITECTURE
The design and therefore arhiteture have a tight onnetion with nature. This
onnetion started when people started to build the rst buildings [Gans 2003℄. For
enturies, nature has been used to explain the origins of arhiteture.
The examples of arhiteture inspired by nature during the period that the rst
buildings were ereted are ountless. This was absolutely normal as the rst shelter-
like residenes that were ever built had nature as their only soure of inspiration.
One every harateristi example is that the form of bird's nest inspired the shelters
that were built. Apart from the natural inspired form of the buildings that the
people design, they were using the funtions of nature in their buildings in order to
make them more funtional.
Separately from that rst period that people used nature as inspiration, they on-
tinued to use it during the history of arhiteture. The development of ivilization
helped the progress of the arhiteture too. Many ideas from nature were applied in
arhiteture in order to ahieve the best results for the designing and the onstru-
tion of the buildings. Arhiteture and its relationship with nature an be either be
distinguished as metaphorial, arhiteture whihis like nature or literal, arhite-
ture that imitates natures laws and systems.
The introdution of tehnology added multiple omplexities to otherwise simple de-
signs, thus inreasing its impat on the surrounding eology. It is through the return
to nature that this simpliity and elegane an one again be ahieved.
Initial onepts of arhitetural mimesis (imitation) of nature began with the arts.
Sulptures and painters were among the rst to both, metaphorially and literally
imitate nature. Arhiteture, was not initially assoiated as a representational art as
it neither reprodued natural objets, nor, like poetry, human moods and emotions.
It took enturies for the disourse between the relationship of nature and arhite-
ture to be laried. It was argued in the 18th entury that: while arhiteture did
not represent the superial appearanes of nature, it ould and did represent the
priniples inherent in nature, and provided a more profound form of mimesis than
that found in the other arts whose representation of nature was diret and literal.
Observations and analysis of historial arhiteture an behold many onnetions
with nature through its proportional systems.The most prominent proportional sys-
tem to be found in nature, that sine it's disovery has been applied to arhitetural
design in variety of ways, is the Golden Setion (Figure 2.3) [Finsterwalder 2011℄.
The Golden Setion's use in arhitetural design has subsequently been analyzed
as both deliberate and aidental. The latter reinforing the previous observation
regarding our tendeny to design natural forms intuitively.
The Golden Retangle (the Golden Setion), is an illustrative representation of the
Golden Ratio. The golden ratio = 1.61803,is known to sientists and mathemati-
ians, as phi . This number has been generatedusing a mathematial algorithm. The
algorithm is based upon the Fibonai sequene '1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21...' As numer-
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ial values, they're purely mathematial, however, when arranged illustratively as
the Golden Setion it beomes apparent that the Golden Ratio links diretly with
nature.
If we onnet the suessive points where these "whirling squares" divide the " sides
of the Golden Ratios, you obtain a " logarithmi Spiral that oils inward toward the
pole (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Left:Golden Setion / Right: Logarithmi spiral
The logarithmi spiral and the golden setion an be seen throughout nature,
from the spiralling form of a sunower head (Figure ) to the movement of a Peregrine
Falon while it attaks its prey (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Left: Sunower Head / Right: Peregrin Falon ight path
In reent deades there has been a move toward a re-invented nature to replae
the high modernism of the mid-late 20th entury. High modernism disregarded the
priniples of nature that had been used for enturies and instead, replaed it with
'tehnology'.
The re-invented nature has foused design to inorporate environmental and eologi-
al 21st entury onerns as priniple fators in arhitetural design. The advoators
for sustainable design see that arhiteture needs to minimize its onfrontation with
nature. To do that it must respet nature's laws. Working our buildings into the
yle of nature will return arhiteture to its very roots.
During the mid-late 20th entury there was emphasizes that nature (the world in
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whih we exist), and ulture (the world man reated), were part of the same single
system. Consequently, humanity began to onsider their impat on nature and its
eo-systems, through the ontinuous use of unsustainable onstrution.
There have been several groups within arhiteture that have onsidered the impor-
tane of nature and its relevane to arhiteture either through using its forms or
systems, to reate sustainable dynami buildings.The limitations of material siene
in the mid-20th entury meant arhiteture wasn't able to evolve into what some
were envisaging as being an organi arhiteture, based on both metaphorial and
more signiantly, literal imitations of nature. With reent advanements in mate-
rial siene and onstrution tehniques, it has been possible to advane both into
the way in whih buildings are omposed and onstruted.
Nature has evolved over millions of years, therefore it has formulated the most e-
ient omposition and methods of ahieving an end result. Arhiteture is beginning
to mimi this eieny more readily allowingit to embrae more natural forms and
systems.
2.6 NATURAL FORMBECOMES FORMOF A BUILD-
ING
During the history of arhiteture, there have been many buildings inspired by
nature. It is obvious that in some of them is easy to understand, that their shape
and form was inspired by the natural environment but in some others is not that
easy.
Nature has long been a soure of inspiration for designers, engineers and arhitets
for their building projets. This is beause these designs are not just aesthetially
pleasing but are also pratial and innovative as some of them also take on the
adaptive features of the things they were based on.
2.6.1 TAIPEI 101
Taipei 101 is loated in the Xinyi Distrit in Taiwan's apital ity- Taipei. It was
formerly known as the Taipei World Finanial enter and was ranked as the tallest
building in the world from 2004 to 2009. The building was designed by C.Y. Lee
Partners and was inspired by the indigenous slender bamboo that the ountry sees as
an ion of learning and growth. The building is also onsidered as one of the greenest
in the world when it was awarded the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) platinum ertiation in July 2011.
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Figure 2.5: Left: Bamboo Plant / Right: Taipei 101
2.6.2 BIRD's NEST STADIUM
The Beijing National Stadium or better known as the Bird's Nest Stadium was de-
signed by Swiss arhiteture rm Herzog de Meuron for the 2008 Summer Olympis
and Paralympis in Beijing, China. As the name implies, the stadium looks like a
giant bird's nest. The infrastruture was also built using advaned energy-saving
Figure 2.6: Left: Bird's Nest / Right: Beijing National Stadium
design and environment friendly features suh as natural ventilation lighting, a
reyling system for rainwater, use of renewable geothermal energy soures and uti-
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lization of photovoltai power tehnologies.
2.6.3 LOTUS TEMPLE
The Lotus temple in New Delhi, India was designed by Iranian arhitet Fariborz
Sahba who took the lotus ower as his inspiration for the projet. The temple is
the site of worship for followers of the Baha'i Faith.
The temple's design is omposed of 27 free-standing marble lad petals that are
group in lusters of three in order to form nine sides (a stipulation of the religion).
Figure 2.7: Left: Lotus Flower / Right: Lotus Temple in India
2.6.4 PALM ISLANDS
The Palm Islands are an artiial arhipelago in Dubai, UAE that is shaped like a
palm tree, topped with a resent. The arhipelago will be made from sand dredged
from the Persian Gulf and will house both residential and ommerial establish-
ments suh as hotels, residential beah side villas and apartments, theme parks and
restaurants.
The Palm Islands are being onstruted by a loal property developer in UAE-
Nakheel Properties. The Belgian and Duth land relamation experts Jan De Nul
and Van Oordwere hired for the dredging operations.
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Figure 2.8: Left: Palm Tree / Right: Palm Islands in Dubai
2.6.5 CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL COMPLEX
This design by Manfredi and Lua Nioletti was an entry for a design hallenge for
Taiwana's new Center for Disease Control BioLab. The two buildings niknamed as
the Biolab Squadron were inspired by the shell of a nautilus and features interlaing
geometri inisions in its outer skin. The pattern in its outer skin reprodues the
Figure 2.9: Left: Nautilus Shell / Right: Center for Disease Control Complex
four onventional symbols attributed to the DNA sequene of the bateria that is
to be studied in the building. The result of this design is a seemingly homogenous
surfae that is engraved with by symbols not known to ommon people.
2.6.6 CHICAGO SPIRE
The Chiago Spire is a skysraper in Chiago, Illinois that was inspired by a seashell.
Designed by Spanish arhitet Santiago Calatrava and was developed by Shelbourne
Development. Although the projet was supported by a lot of people in Chiago,
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the developer faed numerous nanial diulties and design revisions whih even-
tually aused the projet's end. The building's onstrution eorts were oially
Figure 2.10: Left: Seashell / Right: Chiago Spire
abandoned in 2008 with only the foundation work ompleted and with a USD77
Million lawsuit led against its Irish developer.
2.6.7 REDWOODS TREEHOUSE
The Redwoods Treehouse is a pod-shaped struture that sits 10 meters high in a
redwood tree. The treehouse, whih draws inspiration from inset ooons, an
aommodate up to 30 guests and serve as a restaurant in whih speial oasions
an be held.
Figure 2.11: Left: Cooon / Right: Redwoods Tree House
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2.6.8 ALDARHEADQUARTERS BUILDING
The Aldar Headquarters Building in Abu Dhabi is one of the most unique and
striking infrastrutures in the ity's skyline. It was voted as the Best Futuristi
Design of 2008 and was inspired by a seashell. It is the rst irular building in the
Figure 2.12: Left: Seashell / Right: Aldar Headquarters Building
Middle East whih uses grids of steel for maintaining its shape. The building also
features international Grade A speiation whih inludes oor to eiling glazing,
an impressive double height dual entrane lobby and of ourse, amazing views of
the entire ity of Abu Dhabi and the nearby Al Raha beah.
2.6.9 MMAA BUILDING
This design is from the Aesthetis Arhitets Go Group from Bangkok. Their design
for the Oe of the Minister of Muniipal Aairs and Agriulture in Doha, Qatar
is inspired by a plant ommonly found in the desert-the atus. Just like a real
Figure 2.13: Left: Catus plant / Right: MMAA Building
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ati thriving in the arid desert environment, the designers of the building hopes
to make the infrastruture a omfortable haven in the middle of the desert with
energy eient features suh as sunshade panels that open and lose depending on
the sunâs intensity. There is also a botani dome at the base of the building that
houses a botani garden.
2.6.10 BEIJING WATER CUBE
The Beijing National Aquatis Center otherwise known as the Water Cube is an-
other infrastruture ommissioned by the Chinese Government for the 2008 Summer
Olympis in Beijing, China. At rst glane, the entire building looks like a ube of
water and bubbles, but a loser look reveals that the infrastruture is made from a
steel spae frame lad with ETFE, a uorine based plasti. The water ube hosted
Figure 2.14: Left: Bubbles / Right: Beijing National Aquatis Center
the swimming, diving and synhronized swimming events in the 2008 Olympis and
was able to aommodate 7,000-17,000 people. The infrastruture is also a green
building with its ETFE ladding that allows more light and heat penetration, whih
in turn redues energy osts.
2.7 CONCLUSION
In this hapter, we have shown that the natural world is resilient, resoureful, op-
portunisti, and utilizes existing relationships for symbioti advantage , then ,in a
given loation and limate, it may provide a model or a set of performane targets,
for arhiteture in the same loation and limate. Some sustainable design literature
implies that understanding the living world ould be an important part of design ap-
proahes. The emulation of strategies, seen in the living world as a basis for human




"The more our world funtions like the natural world, the more likely we are to
endure on this home that is ours, but not ours alone."
- Janine Benyus
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Designers and engineers are always searhing for inspiration to solve their problems.
They used nature for enturies as soure of inspiration through biologial forms,
mehanisms, systems, and analogies, this pratie is often referred to biomimiry.
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This hapter reviews existing literature and explores biomimeti information rele-
vant for arhitetural design. It also seeks to provide a starting point for arhite-
tural designers and students to work with this subjet, as a literature base to help
arhitetural designers to know the biomimeti approah.
3.2 UNDERSTANDING BIOMIMICRY
To solve problems humans have always looked to nature for inspiration. By studying
the history, we nd that Leonardo da Vini applied biomimiry to the study of birds
in the hope of enabling human ight. He studied the anatomy and ight of birds,and
made several notes and skethes of his observations and many skethes of planned
ying mahines. His ideas lived on and were the soure of inspiration for the Wright
Brothers, who were also inspired by their observations of pigeons in ight. They
nally did sueed in reating and ying the rst airplane in 1903.
Figure 3.1: Left: Leonardo's design for a ying mahine, . 1488, inspired by birds
in ight. Middle and right: Pigeons also inuened the Wright Brothers' design for
the rst airplane
3.2.1 DEFINITION OF BIOMIMICRY
Biomimiry means the imitation of life, the word oming from a ombination of the
Greek roots bios (life) and mimikos (imitation).
Aording to Benyus's denition [Benyus 2002℄ Biomimiry is the study of nature's
most suessful developments and then imitating these designs and proesses to
solve human problems. The idea is that, during its 3.8 billion years of researh and
development, nature has evolved highly eient systems and proesses that an in-
form solutions to many of the waste, resoure eieny and management problems
that we now grapple with today.
Biomimetis, a name oined by Otto Shmitt in the 1950s for the transfer of ideas
and analogues from biology to tehnology, has produed some signiant and su-
essful devies and onepts, but it is still in its infany and still needs time to
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beome fully integrated into popular thinking and popular design. The biolo-
gist Julien Vinent desribes it as "The abstration of good design from nature".
[Vinent 2006℄. The arhitet Mihel Pawlin denes Biomimiry as "mimiking the
funtional basis of biologial forms, proesses and systems to produe sustainable so-
lutions" [Pawlyn 2011℄.
The Biomimiry institute posit that Biomimiry is the siene and art of emulating
nature's best biologial ideas to solve human problems.
In 1997 Janine M. Benyus published a book about biomimiry, that book popular-
ized this onept and made it well known. Benyus is the founder and the Board
President of the Biomimiry Institute, and also a o-founder of Biomimiry Guild.
She is also a Natural Sienes writer, innovation onsultant, author as wellas teaher
and leturer at the Universityof Montana. She has degrees both in Natural Resoure
Management and in English Literature/Writing from Rutgers University where she
graduated with highest honors. In 1997 Benuys was awarded the Rahel Carson
Environmental Ethis Award and in 2007 she was honored by the Time magazine as
"Heroes of the Environment" where the most innovative and inuential protetors
of the planet are honored
Due to the fat that biomimiry is an inspirational soure of possible new innovation
and beause of the potential it oers as a way to reate a more sustainable and even
regenerative built environment.Biomimiry, where ora, fauna or entire eosystems
are emulated as a basis for design, is a growing area of researh in the elds of
arhiteture and engineering.
3.2.2 BIOMIMICRY MOTIVATIONS
Nowadays, humans an explore and investigate the living world and all the nat-
ural phenomena more preisely thanks to the tehnologial advanements. The
Biomimeti investigation and the emergene of Biomimiry as researh area inrease
human apaity to understand and mimi nature.
Maibritt Pedersen Zari said that "Mimiking organisms or eosystems is an expand-
ing eld of researh in both aademi and design disourse" [Zari 2012℄. Aording
to her, there are three main motivations behind investigating Biomimiry:
1. Biomimiry for innovation
Biomimiry an be seen as a soure of innovation in the reation of new ma-
terials and tehnologies. Most biomimeti investigationrelate to this reason
and they are not neessarily aiming to improve the eologial performane
of human tehnology. Rather, they are about novel approahes to tehnial
problems, inreased performane apabilities. This brand of researh is related
partiularly to robotis, omputing and materials tehnologies that have no
fous on sustainability issues.
2. Biomimiry for sustainability
There is a rise in interest in the potential of biomimiry as a way to re-
ate more sustainable materials, produts, built environments, and engineering
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solutions.Biomimiry an improve the environmental performane of human
tehnologies and the built environment [Pawlyn 2011℄. The at of mimiking
an organism in design is in itself a means to ahieve greater sustainability.
One of the ruial dissimilarities between biomimiry-for-sustainability and
biomimiry-for-innovation, is that biomimiry-for-sustainability have a ten-
deny to reognize the importane of mimiking not just organisms but also
the underlying proesses, strategies and systems of eosystems, to lead to more
sustainable outomes. Biomimiry-for-sustainability is not foused exlusively
on the reation of new and novel tehnologies, but on the altering of the un-
derlying foundations of design.
3. Biomimiry for human well-being.
The third motivation for exploring biomimiry omes from examining whether
design based on an understanding of the living world ould ontribute to in-
reasing human psyhologial wellbeing, due to its inherent relationship to the
onept of Biophilia [Zari 2012℄.
3.2.3 BIOMIMICRY: TERMS, DEFINITIONS AND RELATED
FIELDS ( BIONICS, BIONIK AND BIOMIMETICS )
Biomimiry is a sienti disipline, but also a new philosophy, or rather redisovered
philosophy that is returned to a lost balane, balane of man and nature, a posture
that opens up new horizons. Analogies between eosystems, living organisms, and
arhitetural design, mentioned to here as bio-inspired design, are investigated in
many diverse ways [Zari 2012℄, [Gruber 2011℄. It is one aspet of bio-inspired design.
(Figure 3.3) shows dierent types of bio-inspired design that have signiane in an
arhitetural framework. It maps elements of bio-inspired design onto the three
drivers for biomimiry desribed earlier; and inreased human well-being. This g-
ure exposes possible fundamental signianes and motivations behind the several
terms used.
Aording to Werner Nahtigall, 2002, at the onferene entitled "Bionis Sympo-
sium: Living prototypes  the key to new tehnology" in 1960, the US Air Fore
Major J.E. Steele oined the German-language term Bionik originally omes from
the English word "bionis"as a ombination of the words "biology" and "tehnis"
or "eletronis".
In German, the term "Bionik" has found a very expressive reinterpretation in the
rst and last syllables of the words Biologie [biology℄ and Tehnik [tehnology℄. It
is the appliation of biologial methods and systems found in nature to the study
and design of engineering systems and modern tehnology.
The term bionis [Bionik℄: a ombination of two terms:
- Biology, the siene of life.
- Tehnology, the onstrutive reation of produts, devies and proesses by using
the materials and fores of nature, taking into aount the laws of nature.
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Below the diagram explains the relationship between nature and tehnology. Where
tehnial biology means 'understanding nature with the help of tehnology'. Bionis
means 'learning from nature for the sake of tehnology'.
Aording to Gruber [Gruber 2011℄, there is three spei subelds of the eld
Figure 3.2: Diagram explaining the relationship between bionik (bionis) and teh-
nial biology, nature (left) and tehnology (right) [Gruber 2011℄
Bionis:
• Strutural bionis: Nature's onstrutions, strutures, materials.
• Proedural bionis: Nature's proedures or proesses
• Informational bionis: Priniples of development, evolution and information
transfer
Detailed subelds:
- Strutures bionis [Strukturbionik℄ (material bionis): Biologial strutural ele-
ments, materials and surfaes.
- Devie bionis: Development of usable overall onstrutions.
- Strutural bionis [Konstruktionsbionik℄: Biologial onstrutions, losely related
to above strutural and devie bionis.
- Anthropobionis (bioni robotis, bioni prosthetis): Issues of human/mahine
interation, ergonomis.
- Constrution bionis [Baubionik℄: Light onstrutions ourring in nature, able
onstrutions, membranes and shells, transformable onstrutions, leaf over-
lays, use of surfaes, et.
- Climate bionis (energy bionis): Passive ventilation onepts, ooling and heat-
ing.
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- Sensory bionis: Detetion and proessing of physial and hemial stimulation,
loation and orientation within an environment.
- Loomotion bionis (bioni kinematis and dynamis): Walking, swimming and
ying as primary forms of movement. Interation with the surrounding medium.
- Neurobionis: Data analysis and information proessing.
- Evolutionary bionis: Evolution tehniques and evolution strategies, made useful
for tehnology.
- Proess bionis: Photosynthesis, hydrogen tehnology, reyling.
- Organizational bionis: Complex relationships of biologial systems Some of the
subelds are espeially interesting for arhiteture: strutural, limate, on-
strution, loomotion and evolutionary bionis are promising elds.
- Other terms ourring in ombination with bionis:
- Bio-inspiration: more general term indiating the fat to be inspired from the
living world to reate new objets or proesses that do not our naturally.
We often talk about bio-inspired design,arhiteture and material siene.
- Bio-morphology: Is the siene of onstrution and of the organization of living
things and their omponents  organs, tissue and ells.
- Strutural morphology: Refers to funtional design in tehnology and funtional
anatomy in biology.
- Miromorphology: Examines and desribes the form of mirosopi objets and
represents a treasure trove of funtional forms.
- Biomehanis: is the study of the struture and funtion of biologial systems
suh as humans, animals, plants, organs, and ells by means of the methods of
mehanis. It is losely related to engineering, beause it often uses traditional
engineering sienes to analyze biologial systems. Biophysis: Examines and
desribes biologial objets with the terms and methods of physis.
- Biotehnology: Explores biologial objets using tehnial methods. Reently
the notion has shifted towards tehnologies using organisms for prodution
purposes in biohemistry, e.g. enzymes, drugs and pharmaeutials. Bioteh-
nology is also related to genetially modied organisms.
- Bio-assistane: it onsists of using biologial moleules or whole organisms to
mimi the funtions observed in nature, or divert to meet the tehnologial
hallenges.
- Eo-mimiry: imitation of a set of interations present in an eosystem. It will
also say Eosystemi biomimiry or proedural or proessual.
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Figure 3.3: terms to desribe design approahes that mimi aspets of nature [Zari
2012℄
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3.3 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOP-
MENT OF BIOMIMICRY
A good example is the historial development of human ight, a hallenge that had
oupied researhers and inventors for enturies.
1. Leonardo da Vini (1452-1519) : Italy
In 1505 Leonardo da Vini ompiled a book on the iight of birds, "Sulvold-
egliuelli".
Leonardo has drawn numerous ideas and observations from nature, whih were
not taken up during his lifetime, but have inuened ountless inventors ever
sine.
Figure 3.4: Leonardo da Vini: skethes investigating the overlapping of the feathers
and ow through the bird's and the tehnial wing [Gruber 2011℄
2. Alfonso Borelli (1608-1679) : Italy
A professor of mathematis in Florene and Pisa,he explained the ight of birds
by means of the physial impat of a wing as wedge-shaped displaement of
air in "De motuanimalum" (about the loomotion of animals).
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Figure 3.5: Alfonso Borelli: about the impat of wedges and the apping wing
[Gruber 2011℄
3. Sir George Cayley (1773-1857): England
He analysed the forms of a dolphin by utting its frozen body into slies. In
1816, he designed a balloon with allegedly very low air resistane.
Manned ight remained a hallenge until the end of the 19 th entury, when
Otto Lilienthal, IgoEtrih and the Wright brothers made their ontributions
to progress.
Figure 3.6: Sir George Cayley's Studies on form and design of a balloon apping
wing [Gruber 2011℄
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4. Otto Lilienthal (1848-1896), Germany.
Otto Lilienthal was one of the most famous pioneers in human ight. His
drawings show perfetly how a living reature an be desribed by means of
engineering drawings.
Plants have been used as role models ever sine man began to use tehnology.
For arhiteture, plants are espeially important as they share some ommon
problems with houses: most of them stay at one plae and are dependent on
loal environmental onditions. Trees and houses are of a similar size, and
subjeted to similar inuenes of natural fores.
Figure 3.7: Patent of Lilienthal'sglider, 1895 [Gruber 2011℄
5. Shwendener, Austria.
"Without any doubt plants onstrut using the same priniples as engineers,
but their tehnology is muh ner and more perfet." [Gruber 2011℄
Shwendener found out that in orn stalks load bearing apaity and bending
resistane is ahieved with similar elements as in buildings.
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Figure 3.8: Cross-setion of Cladiummarisus and strutural interpretation by
Shwendener [Gruber 2011℄
6. J. Monier, 1867
A gardener is inspired by the struture the slerenhymati bre struture
of deaying parts of opuntia and the problem of breaking garden pots. The
solution was a system of wire mesh and onrete that was later reognized as
reinfored onrete that is used now in onstrution
Figure 3.9: Drawings of Monier's patent speiations: ontainers for plants, railway
sleeper [Gruber 2011℄
7. Ernst Haekel, 1866
Artist and biologist who drew marine organisms and then published a book on
the morphology of organisms. His interpretations of drawings inspired forms
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for various arhitets and designers.
Figure 3.10: Ernst Haekel's tables of marine organisms, here opepoda, small rus-
taeans [Gruber 2011℄
8. Raoul H. Frané, 1919
Raoul Frané published a large number of artiles and books, ontinuing with
both researh on and the development of strutures, and mehanisms of plants,
under the term "biomehanis". Although his numerous ideas for using natural
role models in tehnology are often too diret and unritial, he is a protagonist
of a "biologial tehnology" and his researh is exemplary.
Figure 3.11: Front page of "Die Panze als Ernder" of Raoul Frane, 1920 [Gruber
2011℄
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9. Alf Geissler.
Basing his work on Frané's ndings, Geissler looked for role models from na-
ture in many elds of tehnology, and developed analogies. His book "Bioteh-
nik", published in 1939, ontained ideologial setions.
10. Velro, 1940.
In the 1940s, Swiss inventor George deMestral found that, upon returning
home fora walk with his dog one day, his pants andthe anine's fur were
overed with okle-burs. He studied the burs under a mirosope, observing
their natural hook-likeshape, whih ultimately led to the design ofthe popular
adhesive material, Velro.
Figure 3.12: A sanning eletron mirosope image of Velro's hooks and loops (370
miron view)
11. Biomimiry, 1950.
The term Biomimiry was oined by the Amerian biophysiist Otto Shmitt.
Then it was popularized in 1997 by the Amerian sientist and author Janine
Benyus.
3.4 GENIUS OF BIOME
3.4.1 DEFINITION OF A BIOME
Biomes are very large eologial areas on the earth's surfae, with fauna and ora
(animals and plants) adapting to their environment. Biomes are often dened by
abioti fators suh as limate, relief, geology, soils and vegetation. A biome is not
an eosystem, although in a way it an look like a massive eosystem. If we take a
loser look, we will notie that plants or animals in any of the biomes have speial
adaptations that make it possible for them to exist in that area. We may nd many
units of eosystems within one biome.
A biome desribes a type of limate, fauna and ora that exists in spei regions
throughout the world. A fundamental lassiation of biomes are:
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1. Terrestrial (land) biomes whih inludes grassland, tropial rainforest, tem-
perate and tundra
2. Aquati biomes (inluding freshwater biomes and marine biomes)
Climate is a major fator determining the distribution of terrestrial biomes. Among
the important limati fators are:
• Latitude: Arti, boreal, temperate, subtropial, tropial
• Humidity: humid, semi-humid, semi-arid, and arid
 Seasonal variation: Rainfall may be distributed evenly throughout the year
or be marked by seasonal variations.
 Dry summer, wet winter: Most regions of the earth reeive most of their
rainfall during the summer months; Mediterranean limate regions re-
eive their rainfall during the winter months.
There are many lassiation systems. All are similar yet dierent in how they
divide limati and eologial onditions. We selet the best lassiation system
that provides a ommonly used map that ts our needs. The lassiation system is
a derivative of the World Wildlife Fund lassiation of terrestrial eosystems that
desribes 18 biomes.
Figure 3.13: Main biomes in the world.
3.4.2 WORLD BIOMES
There are ve major ategories of biomes on earth. In these ve, there are many
sub-biomes, under whih are many more well dened eosystems.
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• Aquati Biomes: Aquati biomes are grouped into two, Freshwater Biomes
(lakes and ponds, rivers and streams, wetlands) and Marine Biomes (oeans,
oral reefs and estuaries).
• Forest Biomes:There are three main biomes that make up Forest Biomes.
These are the Tropial Rainforest, Temperate and Boreal Forests (also alled
the Taiga)
• Grassland Biomes: There are two main types of grassland biomes: the Savanna
Grasslands and the Temperate Grasslands.
• Tundra Biomes: There are two major tundra biomesThe Arti Tundra and
the Alpine Tundra.
• Desert Biomes: They are the Hot and Dry Deserts, Semi Arid Deserts, Coastal
Deserts and Cold Deserts.
Figure 3.14: Dierent ategories of biomes on earth
1. Aquati Biome
This inludes all water bodies on the earth's surfae. Aquati biomes are
grouped into two, Freshwater Biomes (lakes and ponds, rivers and streams,
wetlands) and Marine Biomes(oeans, oral reefs and estuaries). These biomes
make up about 73% of the total earth's surfae.
Life forms in these waters depend on the abioti fators suh as sunlight en-
tering the waters,temperature, pressure, salt ontent and so on. Water biomes
with lots of light tend to have more ora (plant) diversity, and the growth of
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algae and plankton is more. Small water bodies that freeze during the old
seasons, or dry out in the dry and hot seasons tend to have less diversity.
Examples of animals found in marine biomes inlude star shes, sharks and
Figure 3.15: Aquati Biome
tuna and sea birds. Examples of animals in freshwater biomes inlude salmon,
tilapia worms, water-surfae insets and rabs.
Aquati biomes are very important beause apart from being home to millions
of water animals, they also form the basis of the water yle and help with
atmospheri moisture, loud formation and preipitation. One example of a
marine biome is the Great Barrier Reef (a oral reef system) of Australia. An
example of a fresh water biome is the Amazon river in Brazil.
2. Forest Biome
Forests make up about 30% of the total land over on earth, and are of inredi-
ble value to life on earth. They are a store of arbon and play a very important
role in limate ontrol. They have a watershed role, and are a soure of many
raw materials that humans depend on. It is believed that forests have the most
bio-diversity. A small portion of the Rainforests, for example, may be hometo
millions of insets, birds, animals and plants. There are three main biomes
that make up Forest Biomes. These are the Tropial Rainforest, Temperate
and Boreal Forests (also alled the Taiga).
Temperatures of forests biomes (espeially the tropial rainforest) are gen-
erally high all year though, but a lot ooler at the surfae. This is beause
there is very little sunlight reahing the forest oors as a result of the heavy
vegetative over. Humidity is extremely high with lots of rainfall,exeeding
200m all year though. Soils are loose and very airy, with high aidity and
deaying organi matter.
Plant types of the Tropial Rainforests are usually huge trees with buttress
roots, lots of large green leaves and shallow roots. Ferns and palms are also
ommon. Plants in the temperate forests are less dense with a bit of sunlight
reahing the oors. Tree types inlude the willow, basswood and elm. Plants
of the Boreal are mostly onifers with needle-like leaves. There is very little
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Figure 3.16: Forest Biome
under story and lots of light at the oors. Trees like r and sprue are om-
mon.
Small mammals, birds, insets and bats are ommon in the tropial rainforests,
as they either an y up for sunlight or do not need sunlight. An example of
the Tropial Rainforest is the Amazon.
3. Grassland biome
As the name suggests, these are massive areas dominated by one or a few
speies of grass, with a few sparsely distributed trees. There are two main
types of grassland biomes : the Savanna Grasslands and the Temperate Grass-
lands. One major savanna is loated in Afria, and takes up more than a third
of the ontinents land area. Others an be found in India, South Ameria and
Australia. Temperate grasslands an be found in South Afria, Argentina, and
some plains in Central North Ameria.
If the grassland is prevented to develop into a forest by limati onditions
suh as rainfall, it is termed as `limati savannas'. If their harateristis are
kept by soils, they are termed as `edaphi savannas'. Sometimes, large animals
suh as elephants an onstantly disturb young trees from taking over grass-
lands. Human auses like farming or bush res an also prevent grasslands
from developing into forests. Suh grasslands are termed 'derived savannas'.
Soils in savanna are thin layered and do not hold water. The soils ontain
some organi matter from dead grass, whih is the main soure of nutrients
for plants. Rainfall is moderate, and not enough to ause major oods. An-
imals in the savannas inlude large mammals suh as lions, hyenas, snakes,
giraes, bualoes with lots of insets.
Temperatures in the temperate grasslands are extreme, with high summer
and freezing winter temperatures. Animals here inlude hawks, owls, deer,
mie, foxes, rabbits and spiders. Temperate grasslands with short grasses are
alled 'steppes' and those with tall grasses are alled 'prairies'.
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Figure 3.17: Grassland Biome
4. Tundra Biome
This is known to be the oldest of all the terrestrial (land) biomes, with the
least bio-diversity apaity. Tundra got its name from 'Tunturia' a Finnish
word that means ` barren land'. This biome has very little rain and extremely
freezing temperatures, and overs about a fth of the earth's land surfae.
There are two major tundra biomes: The Arti Tundra and the Alpine Tundra.
The Arti tundra is loated around the north-pole in the northern hemisphere.
This biome has temperatures of about 2−3 C in the summer and about −35 C
in the winter. Bogs and ponds are ommon as a result of onstantly frozen
surfae moisture and melted permafrost.
Plants in the Arti Tundra are short and grow losely to eah other. Exam-
Figure 3.18: Tundra Biome
ples inlude mosses, heaths and lihen. They are adapted to perform photo-
synthesis even in the freezing onditions.Animals here inlude herbivores like
hares and squirrels. Carnivores inlude polar bears and arti foxes. It also has
lots of birds, insets and sh like od and salmon.
The Alpine Tundra is very old, loated on top of high mountains, often with
very few trees and very little vegetative over. They are iy for a larger part
of the year. Animals in this biome inlude some birds, mountains goats and
marmots. There are also beetles and butteries.
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5. Desert Biome
The desert biome has the lightest over of plants of any biome. Lak of mois-
ture prevents plants from establishing themselves in this harsh limate. Many
unique adaptations to the extreme heat and lak of moisture enable some
plants to survive. Plants adapted to drought are alled xerophytes.
The desert biome is one that is very hot and dry. They are found at the lower
latitudes, between the Tropi of Caner and the Tropi of Capriorn. Light
winds our often whih evaporates any type of moisture that is typially going
to develop in them. The heat is very dry and that makes it hard for too many
types of plants or animals to be able to survive in suh biomes. Approximately
20% of the Earth falls into this ategory.
Some of the desert biomes are extremely large. For example, the Sahara desert
in Afria is more than 3.5 million square miles in size. Others are extremely
dry. The desert biome has two extremes that make it diult to survive.
First, it is extremely hot and seond, it is extremely dry. Most people do not
realize though that it an be ome old as the sun goes down in the desert.
This is beause there are very few trees or other elements there to retain any
heat. The hanges in the temperatures an be very harsh for a human, whih
is why it an be so dangerous to be exploring in the desert on your own.
Climate From 32
◦
F at night and 113
◦
F at day
Plants Catus, shrubs, Cardón, Camel Thorn Tree, Prikly pear, Saguaro.
Animals Snakes, lizards, tarantulas, dingo, porupines, oyotes.
Loation North and South Ameria, Afria, Asia and Australia.
Table 3.1: Desert biome harateristis
Figure 3.19: Main biomes in Afria
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• Desert Biome Fauna
There is very limited types of plant and animal life that are able to live
in the desert biome. Those that do live in the desert biome have learned
to adapt to the temperatures. They have also learned to survive with
very little water and very little food. The majority of the animals living
in the desert biome are noturnal. This means they sleep during the heat
of the day and they are ative at night when the sun goes down.
Desert animals do not need to feed very often, whih is why almost all of
them are very small. They also do not need to nd water independently.
They get the water they need from their soures of food. Ants are quite
plentiful in the desert biome. They reate underground tunnels where
they are able to stay out of the heat.
A variety of rodents inluding mie and the shrew live in these ondi-
tions as well. The desert biome is also where you will nd the tarantula.
These spiders are very dangerous and they don't seem to mind the harsh
onditions either. Medium sized animals found living in the desert biome
inlude rabbits, rattlesnakes, and porupines.
There are larger animals in the desert biome as they are able to feed on
the small ones. Don't be surprised if you nd the puma, bobat or dingo
around. In various areas of the desert biome there are deer living there
that they will nd upon. In ertain desert loations, you will also nd
amels.
One of the living reatures in the desert biome that thrives with these
harsh onditions is the Gila Monster. It is a very aggressive type of retile.
It feeds on eggs and on small mammals. This reature needs the heat for
its body to stay regulated. It an be ative during both the day and the
night. They are very dangerous to humans due to the toxi venom that
is produed when they bite.
• Desert Biome Flora
In order for any plants to survive in the desert biome, they have to be
able to ollet and store what water is present. They also have to be able
to redue the water evaporating from them. The atus is the number
one plant you will nd living in a desert biome. The design of this plant
makes it possible for them to hold onto the moisture they have.
The hard leaves make it possible for them to handle the extreme hanges
in temperature from day to night that our in a desert biome. The a-
tus also has a hairy texture that helps the plants to reet the heat from
the sun. This is why they are able to withstand that high level of heat
without suering.
The future for the desert biome is one that many worry about. Issues
inluding global warming ontinue to ause hanges to the natural pat-
tern of weather behaviors. The desert is already extremely dry and hot.
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Should those temperatures ontinue to inrease then there ould be prob-
lems for the plants and animals that live there.
When you ombine that with the possibility of additional heat is going
to redue the already low amount of rainfall, it ould spell out disaster.
These plants and animals are already surviving with so little. It would
be next to impossible for them to be able to ontinue to thrive in suh an
environment with even less. There are all ready projetions that laim
the diversity of plants and animals in the desert biome will derease by
at least 15% over the next 50 years.
Figure 3.20: Desert Biome
3.4.3 GENIUS OF A BIOME
Drawing inspiration from natural systems provides a fresh opportunity to rethink
and reimagine how to solve human design hallenges. The genius of Biome oers
designers, arhitets, and planners, examples of how organisms and eosystems have
adapted to Biome hallenges of limate, energy, materials, nutrients and ommuni-
ation.
By looking at the genius of Biome, we an learn the strategies and designs adopted
by living organisms found in the nature; further, it highlights strategies and designs
at the eosystem level. Eosystems are made up of living entities along with their
abioti onditions (limate, temperature, soil types, and topography). In a biome,
abioti onditions are just as important as they are to arhitets, designers, and
planners.
Eology oers an additional lens through whih we an view nature's genius and
learn design priniples that adapt to a biome's abioti and bioti onditions.
One desribing the biologial priniples and patterns ommon to organisms and
eosystems within biology, this biology is then translated into design priniples that
an be used to inspire design innovations to mimi the suessful designs, proesses,
and patterns found in the larger sale of the natural world eosystems. An impor-
tant part of understanding these biologial and design priniples and how to mimi
them is to know the history of these biomes.
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Figure 3.21: Genius of a biome
3.5 BIOMIMETIC DESIGN STRATEGIES
No general approah has been developed for Biomimetis, although a number of
people are at this time developing methods for searhing biologial literature for
funtional analogies to implement. Although it is well known that design and en-
gineering are rendered muh easier with use of the biomimeti theory, every time
we need to design a new tehnial system we have to start afresh, trying and test-
ing several biologial systems as potential prototypes and striving to make some
adapted engineered version of the biomimeti devie. Moreover, the transfer of a
onept or mehanism from living to non-living systems is not trivial. A simple and
diret replia of the biologial prototype is rarely suessful, even if it is possible
with urrent tehnology. Some form or proedure of interpretation or translation
from biology to tehnology is required. More often than not, the tehnial abstra-
tion is possible only beause a biologist has pointed out an interesting or unusual
phenomenon and has unovered the general priniples behind its funtioning. Only
then does the biologial priniple beome available outside biology f or biomimeti
use. The result is often unexpeted and the nal produt seldom resembles the
biologial prototype [Vinent 2006℄.
We present here a logial framework that we believe exposes some important under-
lying methods and approahes to Biomimiry.
3.5.1 BIOMIMICRY 3.8 LIFE'S PRINCIPLES
The Biomimiry Institute and the Biomimiry Guild, along with many partners,
have distilled a olletion of sienti researh to reate a summary of the most
fundamental priniples ondutive to life [Stokoe 2013℄.
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Life's Priniples are design lessons from nature. Based on the reognition that Life
on Earth is interonneted and interdependent, and subjet to the same set of op-
erating onditions, Life has evolved a set of strategies that have sustained over 3.8
billion years. Life's Priniples represent these overarhing patterns found amongst
the speies surviving and thriving on Earth.
Life integrates and optimizes these strategies to reate onditions onduive to
Figure 3.22: Fundamental priniples ondutive to life (Soure:
©2014 Biomimiry
Group)
life. By learning from these deep design lessons, we an model innovative strategies,
measure our designs against these sustainable benhmarks, and allow ourselves to
be mentored by nature's genius using Life's Priniples as our aspirational ideals.
Life's priniples Sustainability Wheel Figure 3.23 illustrates the holisti overriding
priniples, patterns and solutions utilized by nature to reate highly sustainable,
non-intrusive environments. The aim of life's priniples is to reate produts, pro-
esses, and poliies inspired by nature to reate a new way of living (Biomimiry
3.8, 2011). This method helps to identify a problem, to explain it, to nd a suitable
solution and onludes with a Biomimeti design.
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Figure 3.23: Life's priniples Sustainability Wheel (Soure:
©2014 Biomimiry
Group)
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3.5.2 THE BIOMIMICRY DESIGN SPIRAL: A TOOL FOR IN-
NOVATION
The Biomimiry Institute has provided a tool aiding innovative design using the
Biomimiry proess -The Biomimiry Design Spiral provides a lear proess to fol-
low in order to produe a design inspired by nature that utilizes solutions found in
nature to solve problems in innovative ways. The seven-step guide helps to ensure
a deep onsideration for biologial problem solving, rather than a superial repli-
ation of nature.
Figure 3.24: Biomimiry design spiral developed by the Biomimiry Institute
(Soure:
©2014 Biomimiry Group)
Details of the design spiral Step 1: Identify. Find the ore of the prob-
lem and the design speiation by asking what do you want your design
to do? rather than what do you want to design?
This step involves developing a design brief that laries the spei problem to be
solved. This is done by identifying the ore funtion that the design is intended to
aomplish (asking what do you want your design to do), rather than immediately
implying a design solution (what do you want to design). This is attempting to
avoid the traditional `top down' approah that enfores a preoneived onept of a
solution (a design) onto the problem.
Step 2: Interpret- Biologize the question, as how does nature do this
funtion or solve this problem? and how does nature NOT do this
funtion? Dene the habitat/loation more speially.
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This step involves `biologizing' the question, the most distintive feature of this
problem solving tool. It requires the designer to look at the various outomes of
3.8 billion years of environmental researh and development whih has ourred in
nature to produe omplex sustainable systems, to reoneive the problem from this
basis.
By dening the spei onditions under whih the funtion is ahieved in nature,
suh as the limate, nutrient, soial and temporal onditions, the fous will beome
more speialised and redue the quantity of possibilities. This biologising of the
question instils a greater hane for the outome to be eologially sustainable.
Step 3: Disover- Find the best natural models to answer/solve your
hallenges, nd hampion adapter by asking whose survival depends on
this? onsider literal and metaphorial models.
This step involves nding spei examples and models of solutions to the biologized
problem as established in the previous step. Seeking in partiular organisms who
are hampions in this area and those whose survival depends on their means to solve
this design hallenge. Collaboration with a biologist is reommended at this stage
to provide in depth biologial knowledge.
Step 4: Abstrat- Find the repeating patterns and proesses within na-
ture that ahieve suess.
This step involves the proess of abstration, whih an larify the essene of the
subjet without forfeiting its omplexity. It allows onepts and solutions to be
ommuniated without spei details whih may onvolute them and therefore be
transferred multi-disiplinarily.
Step 5: Emulate- develop solutions that apply these lessons from nature
as deeply as possible in your design, mimiking form, mimiking funtion,
mimiking eosystem.
This step involves developing pratial solutions to the design hallenge based on
the natural models identied in the previous step. This is where the sale of the
solution must be arefully onsidered and it's interonnetedness with the surround-
ing environment analysed to ensure eologial sustainable outomes.
Step 6: Evaluate- how do your ideas ompare to life's priniples (sustain-
ability imperative imbued).
This step involves evaluating the produt of the proess so far against `Life's Prini-
ples' by asking questions suh as whether it produes `onditions onduive to life?',
`an the design adapt and evolve?' or `is it losed loop'? This is the point at whih
to ritially review the solution to ensure the outome is sustainable.
Step 7: Identify- develop and rene design briefs based on lessons learned
from the evaluation setion, repeat the proess.
This additional step is the point at whih the proess begins again from the begin-
ning `identify' step and repeating all the stages of the proess with a now deeper
understanding of the problem and onsidering the issues identied in the previous
`evaluate' step. This aspet of the tool is what makes it an iterative proess, yling
ontinuously through the stages, but also spiralling down to a more spei and
rened outome. This proess is itself mimiking nature and the proess of learning
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and adaption whih ours through small reiterative feedbak loops.
In the proess that assists innovators to respond to design hallenges by thinking
in biologial terms, there is two design spirals: Biology to Design and Challenge
to Biology. The outomes of whih are then evaluated against their set of "life's
priniples".
The Biology to Design Spiral, is redutive to be useful to the design of a landsape,
would work better for produt design. Challenge to Biology Spiral provides a basi
framework for landsape arhiteture as both funtion and ontext serve as primary
starting points for the design proess.
1. Biology to Design
Biology to Design is a spei path through Biomimiry Thinking. This path
is most appropriate when your proess initiates with an inspirational biologi-
al insight (inluding a Life's Priniple) that you want to manifest as a design.
Those who might follow this path inlude inventors and entrepreneurs, stu-
dents who do not yet have their own design proess, those interested in disov-
ering strategies that might inform new innovations, and eduators interested
in sharing biology in ways that generate interest with non-biologists.
Figure 3.25: Biology to Design spiral
2. Challenge to Biology
Challenge to Biology is a spei path through Biomimiry Thinking. This
is useful for senarios when a spei problem is at hand and you are seeking
biologial insights for the solution. It is partiularly useful for a ontrolled
setting, suh as a lassroom, or for reating an iterative design proess. Not
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surprisingly, the best outomes our when you navigate the path multiple
times.
Figure 3.26: Challenge to Biology spiral
3.5.3 THE BIOMIMICRY TAXONOMY
AskNature is an online inspiration soure for the biomimiry ommunity set up by
the biomimiry institute. Nature's most elegant ideas organized by design and en-
gineering funtion.
Information organized on AskNature uses a lassiation system known as the
Biomimiry Taxonomy: in order to organize how organisms meet dierent hal-
lenges.
How Do You Use the Biomimiry Taxonomy?
The Biomimiry Taxonomy provides a novel way to approah our next innovation
hallenge sustainably. We have to look to the taxonomy as a tool when we rst
approah our design hallenge, using its framework to ask questions of nature. For
example, if we are trying to make less toxi pigments, "ask" a Morpho buttery how
it reates its olor. If we want to manufature tough, lightweight building materi-
als without unsustainable high pressures and temperatures, "ask" a touan how it
manages impat with its strong and light beak.
An Example:
Here is an example of how we ould use the Biomimiry Taxonomy to solve our next
innovation hallenge. We have Use one or, better yet, all of these approahes to nd
inspiration from nature.
The Innovation Challenge: we are designing a building in an area of low rainfall.
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To ensure an adequate water supply, we want our building to apture rainwater and
store it for future use.
Approah #1.
Identify verbs that diretly dene the hallenge. Use the Biomimiry Taxonomy for
ideas that shift from predetermined thoughts of how or what we will design to why
we are designing (in other words, your design's purpose or the outomes it must
aomplish).
Use verbs that desribe funtions (suh as move, break down, distribute, et.).




Consider onepts that go beyond the exat hallenge but are related enough to why
we are designing that they may have similar solutions. In this example, we may on-
sider that some organisms (like the Namibian beetle) live in areas that experiene
little to no rain, yet they still get all of the water they need.
Use the Biomimiry Taxonomy to spark ideas of new verbs, and think about dier-






Turn the question ompletely around. Instead of asking how nature stores water,
think about how it protets against exess water or keeps water out. The Biomimiry
Taxonomy is a great resoure for ideas of verbs that represent opposites. In this
example, we might ask: How does nature. . .
• Remove water?
• Stay dry?
Using the Biomimiry Taxonomy in AskNature
AskNature oers two ways for us to ask questions of nature: Searh and Explore. Ex-
plore enables us to quikly nd strategies by funtion using a table of ontents or-
ganized by the Biomimiry Taxonomy. With Searh, we an ask questions like those
posed above - for example, "How does nature stay dry?".
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Figure 3.27: The biomimiry Taxonomy (Soure: The Biomimiry institute)
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3.5.4 TYPOLOGICAL ANNALYSIS (TA)
TA examines nature at three levels of mimiry: the organism, the behavioral and
the eosystem [Stokoe 2013℄.
• ORGANISM: spei ora or fauna, mimiking either the whole organism, or
a partiular feature.
• BEHAVIOUR: translation of an aspet of how an organism relates to its en-
vironment, or larger ontext.
• ECOSYSTEM: emulating or rereating the ommon priniples that allow an
eosystem to suessfully funtion.
Eah of these three levels is further ategorized into ve dimensions to onsider dif-
ferent aspets of design that may be emulated in an organism or a system [Zari 2007℄.
• Form: shape
• Material: properties
• Constrution: arrangement or omposition
• Proess: mehanism
• Funtion: appliation
Aording to Gamage and Hyde [Gammage 2012℄ TA is a framework to explain the
appliation of Biomimiry at these dierent levels, and attempts to larify the poten-
tial of using Biomimiry as a tool to inrease the regenerative apaity of the built
environment. This an be used by designers to utilize Biomimiry as a methodology
for improving the sustainability of the environment as an eetive approah
Table 3.2 shows a framework for the appliation of biomimiry using TA. This ex-
ample looks at the beaver emulating [Stokoe 2013℄.
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ORGANISM FORM The site is shaped like a beaver.
MATERIAL The site is made from a material that mimis a beaver skin
or hair.
CONSTRUCTION The site is onstruted in the same way as a beaver, ie; it
goes through various growth yles
PROCESS The site works in the same way as an individual beaver, ie it is
semi-aquati and funtions in both dry and aquati environments
FUNCTION The site funtions like a beaver in a larger ontext; their
exrement is re-introdued to the environment providing
nutrients for plant life.
BEHAVIOUR FORM The site looks like it was made by a beaver: a replia of the
beavers dam.
MATERIAL The site is made from the same materials that a beaver builds
with, using twigs and mud as the primary material
CONSTRUCTION The site is made in the same way a beaver would build his lodge
or dam, working at night and self-built
PROCESS The site works in the same way as a beavers dam would;
overing their lodges with fresh mud, when frozen in winter
it beomes hardened.
FUNCTION The site funtions In the same way that it would if made by
beavers; providing both protetion against predators and
aess to food in winter.
ECOSYSTEM FORM The site looks like an eosystem that a termite would live in ie.
a riparian zone with stream bed.
MATERIAL The site is made from the same kind of materials
found in a riparian eosystems;woodland and water
CONSTRUCTION The site is resembled in the same way as a (beaver's)
eosystem;priniples of suession and inreasing
omplexity over time.
PROCESS The site works in the same way as a (beaver's) eosystem;
it aptures and onverts energy from the sun, and stores water
FUNCTION The site is able to funtion in the same way that a (beaver's)
eosystem would and forms part of a omplex system
by utilizing the relationships between proesses; it is able
to partiipate in the hydrologial, arbon, Nitrogen yles.
Table 3.2: Example: a landsape that emulates a beaver [Stokoe 2013℄
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3.5.5 BIOTRIZ APPROACH
Biotriz uses the methodology of TRIZ to abstrat design information from natu-
ral systems and gives designers a tool that allows that knowledge to be applied to
engineering design without requiring that designers possess extensive knowledge of
biologial systems. The development of BioTRIZwas led by Dr. Vinent of the
University at Bath. Like TRIZ, BioTRIZ ondenses design information into a on-
tradition matrix that lists inventive priniples(IPs) used to solve onits between
system parameters.
TRIZ is a Russian olletion of tools and tehniques of engineering problem solv-
ing, developed by GenrihAltshuller and Rak Shapiro [Altshuller 1999℄ that en-
sures aurate denition of a problem at a funtional level and then provides strong
indiators towards suessful and often highly innovative solutions. It was named
TRIZ, the aronym of TeorijaReshenijaIzobretatel'skihZadah. The aronym is usu-
ally translated into Theory of Inventive Problem Solving [Vinent 2002℄. One of the
most popular tools is a look-up table made up of 39 opposing features (parameters,
variables) of engineering systems suh as strength, weight, speed, volume, temper-
ature, ease of manufature and versatility. The laim is that if you dene your
problem in its terms, the TRIZ ontradition matrix will point you to a handful of
priniples that have been found to resolve the trade-o. Altshuller and his olleagues
reportedly found 40 suh inventive priniples from the study of 3 million patents.
TRIZ identies 39 system parameters that designers may wish to optimize as well
as forty inventive priniples (IPs) that an be used to resolve design hallenges. The
setof onits and solutions is presented as a 39 by 39 ontraditions matrix in
whih eah row and olumn orresponds to a system parameter and eah ell lists
the IPs that other designs have used to solve the oniting parameters of the ell's
row and olumn.
However, while TRIZ shows designers how design problems have been solved in
tehnial and engineering designs, BioTRIZ shows how those problems are solved
by natural systems. BioTRIZ is based on the analysis of approximately 500 bi-
ologial phenomena with over 270 funtions and 2500 ontraditions. One other
important dierene between TRIZ and BioTRIZ is that BioTRIZ groups the 39
system parameters of TRIZ into six elds of operation: substane, struture, spae,
time, energy, and information. Consequently, the onit matrix for BioTRIZ is
only a 6 by 6 matrix. However, BioTRIZ does retain the 40 IPs used in TRIZ. The
proedures used to apply BioTRIZ to a design problem are idential to those used
for TRIZ.
To make the best use of BIOTRIZ, Vinent proposed the following ve-step method-
ology.
- Dene the problem in the most general way
- List both desirable and undesirable properties and funtions.
- Analyze and understand the problem and so unover the main onits or ontra-
ditions.
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- Find the funtional analogy in biology.
- Bridge from natural to tehnial design.
3.6 CONCLUSION
In this hapter we have presented, in one hand, a framework for understanding
biomimiry and how it an be applied to design and what sustainability outomes
ould be predited from their appliation. In the other hand distint strategies to
biomimeti design have been presented with their distint advantages and disad-
vantages inherent in eah as a design methodology. We have also introdued the
various distintions between dierent types of biomimiry, that ommonly exist or
ould be explored in the future, and their potential sustainability outomes. We
will fous in the seond part of the dissertation on the appliability of biomimiry









"It is lear that industrial systems and biologial systems are deeply similar. Indeed
it is lear that both are omplex systems, and that in general, they evolve to maintain
themselves over time without disontinuous hange. . . ."
- Allenby and Cooper, 1994
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in biomimiry suggests that arhitets must beome more aware
that nature has muh to oer in order to improve the way our designs and buildings
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funtion. Biomimiry already ahieved and realized some of the advaned and ef-
ient tehnologies in materials and produts, however, it is still largely unrealized
in the arhitetural design...
This hapter aims to examine Biomimiry's potential eetiveness on arhitetural
design. This researh fouses mainly on applying biomimiry in the arhitetural
design in order to outline onepts, systems and strategies for the arhitetural
design.
4.2 DESIGN APPROACHES TO BIOMIMICRY IN AR-
CHITECTURE
Through a omparative literature review, and an examination of existing biomimeti
tehnologies we an dene distint approahes to biomimeti design, eah with in-
herent advantages and disadvantages.
Approahes to biomimiry as a design proess typially fall into two sets.
1. Design referening biology: rst, we dene the human need or the design
problem, and then we explore the ways other organisms or eosystems solve
this.
2. Biology inuening design: we identify a partiular harateristi or funtion
in an organism or eosystem and then we translate it into a human design
ontext.
4.2.1 DESIGN REFERENCING BIOLOGY
Throughout literature review, this approah was found to have dierent designation,
suh as
- Design looking to biology [Zari 2007℄;
- Up-down Approah [Knippers 2009℄ and
- Problem-Driven Biologially Inspired Design [Goel 2009℄ all referring to the same
meaning. It is the most ommon approah to biomimiry.
When designers look to organisms or eosystems for solutions they are rst required
to identify problems and then to math these problems to organisms that have solved
similar issues. Generally, to aess to this immense enylopedia of biologial and
eologial knowledge, we have to onsult sientists in the eld of biomehanis or
biology like biologists, zoologists, eologists. . . However, this approah must be led
by designers who must identify initial aims and parameters for the design.
Daimler Chrysler's 2005 prototype Bioni Car (gure 4.1), is an industrial design
example of this approah, haraterized by The large volume, small wheel, whih
is the onept of Bioni ars. It was based on the hydrodynami and the strength
features of the box sh (Ostraion meleagris). It had also a biomimeti hassis and
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struture, whih have been designed using a omputer modelling method designed
by Claus Matthek that mimis how trees are able to grow in a way that minimizes
stress onentrations [Pawlyn 2011℄. Total ar weight was redued by at least a
third, beause material was alloated only to the plaes where it is most needed
[Vinent 2006℄.
The body of the ar is aerodynami due to the mimiking of the box sh, whih
Figure 4.1: daimlerrysler's bioni ar inspired by the boxsh and tree growth pat-
terns (ar: photo by ryan somma. boxsh insert: photo by rihard ling
makes this Bioni ar is more eient in terms of fuel. The struture of the ar has
the minimum amount of material, whih are eient materials due to the mimik-
ing of tree growth patterns. They made small improvements to existing tehnology
[Saad 2011℄.
Despite of this approah's disadvantages by imposing the formation of multidisi-
plinary teams that ontain biologists, engineers, eologists. . . It might be a way to
begin transitioning the built environment from an unsustainable to eient to ef-
fetive paradigm.
The Biomimiry Institute has referred to this design approah and explained it
through the Challenge to Biology Design Spiral as illustrated in (gure 4.2).
Researh held in Georgia Institute of Tehnology by Mihael Helms, Swaroop
S. Vattam and Ashok K. Goel, at the Design Intelligene Lab in 2006, also dened
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Figure 4.2: Design Spiral by the Biomimiry Institute
this approah through 6 denite steps, whih are very similar to those dened by
the Biomimiry Institute:
Step 1: problem denition
Step 2: reframe the problem
Step 3: biologial solution searh
Step 4: dene the biologial solution
Step 5: priniple extration
Step 6: priniple appliation
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Figure 4.3: top-down design approah: design referening biology [Ahmar 2011℄
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4.2.2 BIOLOGY INFLUENCING DESIGN
When biologial knowledge inuenes human design, the ollaborative design proess
is initially dependent on people having knowledge of relevant biologial or eologial
researh, rather than on determined human design problems. The translation from a
biologial ontext an be intentional or aidental. This approah also have dierent
naming suh as Biology Inuening Design, Bottom-Up Approah and Solution-
Driven Biologially Inspired Design [Zari 2007℄.
As an example of this kind of aidental biomimiry is the development of Velro
by Swiss engineer George de Mestral in 1948. Upon returning home for a walk with
his dog one day, his pants and the anine's fur were overed with okle-burs. He
studied the burs under a mirosope (gure 4.4), observing their natural hook-like
shape, whih ultimately led to the design of the popular adhesive material, Velro.
Velro is a two-sided fastener one side with sti `hooks' like the burrs and the other
side with the soft 'loops' like the fabri of his pants. The result was VELCRO.
Figure 4.4: A sanning eletron mirosope image of Velro's hooks and loops
Figure 4.5: Velro, adhesive material
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Sientists at the University of Manhester have developed a new type of adhe-
sive, whih mimis the mehanism employed by the geko lizard to walk on surfaes,
inluding glass eilings, whih is an example of a more intentional study of biology
for human appliation. This study has led to experiments aiming to reate strong
dry adhesion tapes that are reusable, referred to as 'Geko Tape'.
Figure 4.6: Gekos' feet pads have given up their seret
Another example is the sienti analysis of the lotus ower emerging lean
from swampy waters, whih led to many design innovations as detailed by Baumeis-
ter [Baumeister 2012℄ , inluding Sto's Lotusan paint whih enables buildings to be
self leaning.
Figure 4.7: Lotus eet.
One of the advantages of this approah is that biology may inuene humans
even if there is no predetermined design problem resulting in previously unthought-
of tehnologies or systems or even approahes to design solutions. The potential
for true shifts in the way humans design and what is foused on, as a solution to
a problem, exists with suh an approah to biomimeti design. As a disadvantage
for this approah is that biologial researh must be onduted and then identied
as relevant to a design ontext. Biologists and eologists must therefore be able to
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Figure 4.8: Sto's Lotusan paint
reognize the potential of their researh in the reation of novel appliations.
Researh held in Georgia Institute of Tehnology by Mihael Helms, Swaroop S.
Vattam and Ashok K. Goel, at the Design Intelligene Lab in 2006, also dened this
approah through 7 denite steps:
Step 1: biologial solution identiation. Here, designers start with a partiular
biologial solution in mind.
Step 2: dene the biologial solution
Step 3: priniple extration
Step 4: reframe the solution. In this ase, reframing fores designers to think in
terms of how humans might view the usefulness of the biologial funtion being
ahieved.
Step 5: problem searh. Whereas searh in the biologial domain inludes searh
through some nite spae of doumented biologial solutions, problem searh
may inlude dening entirely new problems. This is muh dierent from the
solution searh step in the problem-driven proess.
Step 6: problem denition
Step 7: priniple appliation
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Figure 4.9: Bottom-up approah: biology inuening design [Ahmar 2011℄
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4.3 LEVELS OF BIOMIMICRY
The information embedded in eah organism an be found in many levels, whih
is summarized in Figure 4.10, possible features that an be onluded from an or-
ganism and its biomimiry are analyzed using three levels. Eah level is onerned
with a layer of the design of an organism. The rst inludes aspets and properties
of a reature as a whole unit. The seond inludes other features that fous on the
relationships between an organism and its living ommunity. The third level high-
lights systems and eo-solutions that an be onluded from relationships between
an organism and its ontext/environment. Within eah of these levels, a further ve
possible dimensions to the mimiry exist. The design may be biomimeti for exam-
ple in terms of what it looks like (form), what it is made out of (material), how it is
made (onstrution), how it works (proess) or what it is able to do (funtion). M.
Figure 4.10: Levels of Biomimiry
Pedersen Zari attempted to larify the various levels and dimensions of biomimiry
and proposed a framework for understanding its appliation. This is appliable to
both approahes (design looking to biology, and biology inuening design).
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Formal attributes inlude shape, olor, volumetri treatment, transpareny,
rhythm.
Organization and hierarhy of parts and systems.
Struture, stability and gravity resistane.
Constrution materials and proess.
Mutation, growth and lifeyle.
Funtion and behavior.
Motion and aerodynamis.
Morphology, anatomy, modularity and patterns.
Probability and mobility.
Self-assembly.
Healing, reovery, survival and maintenane.
Homeostasis the balanes internal systems while external fores hange.
Systems that inlude organ, digestive, irulatory, respiratory, skeletal, mus-




to its ommunity of
similar organisms as
well as other reatures
that it may deal with).
Survival tehniques.
Interation with other reatures.
Transgeneration knowledge transfer and training.
Hierarhy of ommunity members.














Response to limate by ooling, heating and ventilation solutions.
Response to ontext by, for example, amouage, self-protetion and self-
leaning.
Adaptation to eosystems inludes adjustment to various light or sound levels,
shading, and self-illumination.
Shelter building.
Limited resoure management suh as adaptation to lak of water, light or
food.
Waste management. Input/ output/ proess yling.
Table 4.1: A Framework for the Appliation of Biomimiry adapted from [Zari
2007℄
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4.3.1 ORGANISM LEVEL
Humans have a wide pool of examples to draw on to solve problems experiened by
soiety that organisms may have already addressed, usually in energy and materials
eetive ways. Speies of living organisms have typially been evolving for millions
of years. Those organisms that remain on Earth now have the survival mehanisms
that have withstood and adapted to onstant hanges over time.
As an example, the mimiking of the Namibian desert beetle. The beetle lives in a
desert with negligible rainfall. It is able to apture moisture however from the swift
moving fog that moves over the desert by tilting its body into the wind. Droplets
form on the alternating hydrophili hydrophobi rough surfae of the beetle`s bak
and wings and roll down into its mouth.
Matthew Parkes of KSS Arhitets proposed fog-ather design for the Hydrologial
Center for the University of Namibia, whih is inspired by the beetle, and demon-
strates the proess biomimiry at the organism level. A more spei material
biomimiry at the organism level were disussed, where the surfae of the beetle has
been studied and mimiked to be used for other potential appliations suh as to
lear fog from airport runways and improve dehumidiation equipment for exam-
ple.
Mimiking an organism alone however without also mimiking how it is able to
partiipate in and ontribute to the larger ontext of the eosystem it is in, has
the potential to produe designs that remain onventional or even below average
in terms of environmental impat. Beause mimiking of organisms tends to be
of a spei feature, rather than a whole system, the potential also remains that
biomimiry beomes tehnology that is added onto buildings rather than being in-
tegral to them, partiularly if designers have little biologial knowledge and no not
ollaborate with biologists or eologists during the early design stages. While this
method may result in new and innovative building tehnologies or materials, meth-
ods to inrease sustainability are not neessarily explored [Zari 2007℄.
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Figure 4.11: Matthew Parkes' Hydrologial Center for the University of Namibia
and the stenoara beetle [Zari 2007℄
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4.3.2 BEHAVIOUR LEVEL
A great number of organisms enounter the same environmental onditions that
humans do and need to solve similar issues that humans fae. As disussed, these
organisms tend to operate within environmental arrying apaity of a spei plae
and within limits of energy and material availability. These limits as well as pressures
that reate eologial nihe adaptations in eosystems mean not only well-adapted
organisms ontinue to evolve, but also well-adapted organism behaviours and rela-
tionship patterns between organisms or speies [Reap 2005℄.
Organisms that are able to diretly or indiretly ontrol the ow of resoures to other
speies and who may ause hanges in bioti or abioti (non living) materials or sys-
tems and therefore habitats are alled eosystem engineers. Eosystem engineers
alter habitat either through their own struture (suh as oral) or by mehanial or
other means (suh as beavers and woodpekers). Humans are undoubtedly eetive
eosystem engineers, but may gain valuable insights by looking at how other speies
are able to hange their environments while reating more apaity for life in that
system.
The example of the North Amerian beaver (astor anadensis) demonstrates how
through it is altering of the landsape, wetlands are reated and nutrient retention
and plant and animal diversity is inreased, helping in part to make the eosystem
more resilient to disturbane.
In behaviour level biomimiry, it is not the organism itself that is mimiked, but
its behaviour. It may be possible to mimi the relationships between organisms or
speies in a similar way.
Figure 4.12: North Amerian beaver [Zari 2007℄
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4.3.3 ECOSYSTEM LEVEL
The mimiking of eosystems is an integral part of biomimiry as desribed in
[Benyus 2002℄ and [Vinent 2007℄. The term Eomimiry has also been used to
desribe the mimiking of eosystems in design. Proponents of industrial, onstru-
tion and building eology advoate mimiking of eosystems and the importane
of arhitetural design based on an understanding of eology is also disussed by
researhers advoating a shift to regenerative design [Saad 2011℄.
We an use the design at this level of biomimiry in ombination with other levels
of biomimiry (organism and behavior). It is also possible to integrate existing es-
tablished sustainable building methods that are not speially biomimeti.
The most important advantage of suh an approah to biomimeti design however
may be the potential positive eets on overall environmental performane. Eosys-
tem based biomimiry an operate at both a metaphori level and at a pratial
funtional level.
At a metaphori level, general eosystem priniples (based on how most eosystems
work) are able to be applied by designers with little spei eologial knowledge.
Benyus [Benyus 2002℄ has oered suh general priniples. A set of eosystem prini-
ples derived from omparing these ross disiplinary understandings of how eosys-
tems funtion is detailed by Pedersen Zari [Zari 2007℄. If the built environment was
designed to be a system and was expeted to behave like an eosystem even if only
at the level of metaphor, the environmental performane of the built environment
may inrease.
On a funtional level, eosystem mimiry ould mean that an in-depth understand-
ing of eology drives the design of a built environment that is able to partiipate
in the major biogeohemial material yles of the planet (hydrologial, arbon, ni-
trogen et) in a reinforing rather than damaging way [Saad 2011℄. That a greater
understanding of eology and systems design is required on the part of the design
team is impliit. Also required would be inreased ollaboration between disiplines
that traditionally seldom work together suh as arhiteture, biology and eology.
Suh an approah hallenges onventional arhitetural design thinking, partiularly
the typial boundaries of a building site and time sales a design may operate in
[Zari 2007℄.
Pedersen Zari suggested that if biomimiry is to be oneived as a way to inrease
sustainability of an arhitetural projet, mimiking of general eosystem priniples
should be inorporated into the design at the earliest stage and used as an evaluative
tool throughout the design proess.
As an example for the funtional biomimiry at an eosystem level; Mithûn Ar-
hitets and Green Works Landsape Arhiteture Consultants' proposed Lloyd
Crossing projet for Portland. The projet began with a detailed study of how
the eosystem had funtioned on the site before development, termed by them `Pre-
development Metris'. This was used to set goals for the eologial performane
of the projet over a 46 year time span and gave them a proven working model of
a system that had worked in a highly rened and suessful way on the same site
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[Zari 2012℄.
Figure 4.13: LLOYD CROSSING PROJECT, PORTLAND, USA [Zari 2007℄
4.4 PRINCIPLES OF BIOMIMICRY IN ECOSYSTEM
Within all of these levels, the possibility of the biomimeti design may be based on
ertain aspets whih are: what it looks like in forms, what materials it is made out
of, how it is made in onstrution, how the proess of the works or what it is able
to do in funtioning. Somehow, there is an overlapping between dierent existing
biomimiry levels. For example, the system that is able to reat and interat like
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an eosystem would be funtioning at the level of eosystem of biomimiry proess.
Pederson Zari [Zari 2007℄ have laried a set of eosystem priniples that are de-
rived from disiplinary understandings of the eosystem funtions by doing a ross
omparison between the priniples in biomimiry to formulate the funtions and
analysis the system of eology, biology, industrial eologial and biomimiry. It an
be omply by the designers suh as arhitets and engineers in that eld to aid in
the evolution of the methodologies in enable a reation to make a sustainable built
environment that will aet the entire world. The researh onduted by [Zari 2012℄
explains that eosystem priniples are depending on the omplexities of ertain as-
pets of eosystems with number of ontroversial theories in eology suh as exat
proess and mehanism in the proess of eologial priniples suession. Aording
to previous researh, the eosystem priniples are:
1. Eosystems are dependant on ontemporary sunlight.
- Energy is soured from ontemporary sunlight.
- The sun ats as a spatial and time organizing mehanism.
2. Eosystems optimize the system rather than its omponents.
- Matter is yled and energy is transformed eetively.
- Materials and energy are used for multiple funtions.
- Form tends to be determined by funtion.
3. Eosystems are attuned to and dependant on loal onditions..
- Materials tend to be soured and used loally.
- Loal abundanes beome opportunities.
4. Eosystems are diverse in omponents, relationships and information.
- Diversity is related to resiliene.
- Relationships are omplex and operate in various hierarhies.
- Eosystems are made up of interdependent ooperative and ompetitive re-
lationships.
- Emergent eets tend to our.
- Complex systems tend to be self organising and distributed.
5. Eosystems reate onditions favorable to sustained life.
- Prodution and funtioning is environmentally benign.
- Eosystems enhane the biosphere as they funtion.
6. Eosystems adapt and evolve at dierent levels and at dierent rates.
- Constant ux ahieves a balane of non-equilibrium
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- Limits, tend to be reative mehanisms
In the eosystem priniples, dependent on ontemporary sunlight is dened as
the energy soured that omes from ontemporary sunlight and the sun will ats as a
spatial and time organizing mehanism in the eosystem proess. The other prini-
ples of eosystem, optimize system rather than omponents is to make the yled of
energy to transformed eetively and used for multiple funtions by reating form as
determined the funtion. The priniples to attune and dependent on loal onditions
aspets will onern on soure of materials that used loally and loal abundane
will beome the opportunities to the ontext of eosystem. The next eosystem
priniple is diverse in omponents, relationship and information that related to re-
siliene, whih would ome in various hierarhies that make relationship omplex
and operate among eah other. It also emergent eets tend to our by reating
omplex systems that tends to be self-organizing and distributed. The priniples
of eosystem in reate onditions favorable to sustain life is by making prodution
and funtions where the environmental begin and the eosystem will enhane the
biosphere as to make it funtional. The eosystem priniples ould be applied in the
design proess and to be applying to every stage in design by transforming them
into a set of design priniples that required in a projet.
4.5 PRINCIPLES OF BIOMIMICRY IN DESIGN
The previously topis explained the priniples of biomimiry in the eosystem. From
that, a set of spei priniples were seleted as there are providing a basis for further
study in designing purpose and method within the limitations of available tehnology
and knowledge. The approahes of biomimiry as a design proess generally fall into
two ategories as seen before.In the view of [Mazzoleni 2013℄, [Elnokali 2012℄ the
designers will look to the living world solutions as the methods to identify problems
and math these to organisms that have similar issues in their design. Based on
that, there are several priniples of biomimiry that will inspire the designer in the
proess of design by getting the inspiration from nature and making it better to the
surroundings and also as the interation between human and living organism.
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The ve priniples are generated from the previous priniples of biomimiry in
eosystem. The rst priniple is adaptation, the eosystem an adapt and evolve
at dierent levels and rates, so we an hange environments by behavioral adjust-
ments. Basially, adaptation is the evolutionary proess that makes a population
feels omfort and better suited with its habitat. It also an be referred to a feature
proess whih inludes the organism to survival by aepting naturally the urrent
situations that to get involved in suessfully. The next priniple in design is ma-
terial as systems that omes from eosystems optimize the system rather than its
omponents. The biologial material systems are self-assembled that makes weak
materials beome strong struture and the used properties are totally dierent from
the lassial engineering of traditional man-made strutures. The other priniple of
design in biomimiry is evolution, whih omes from the eosystem priniple that
adapts and evolves at dierent levels too. The adaptation and evolution will al-
low the whole eosystem and organism to ontinue onstantly dynami in yli
environment that they existed in it. The variety and perfetion of natural forms
will produe the result of relentless in experimentation of evolution. Moreover, the
analogy of evolutionary arhiteture does not mean to be taken without imply the
development of natural seletion. In addition of that, the grows of living form is
a omplex proess that ontributes in the genotype with variables ontribution in
environmental dependenies that also omprises the geneti onstitution of an indi-
vidual and the interation between the genotype and the environment is the produt
that is evolutionary formed.
As have been disussed in the eosystem priniple that eosystems are diverse in
omponents, relationship and information, emergene is a priniple in the design
that is omplex and works in various hierarhies, the emergent will eets the ten-
denies to our in that design proess. All multiples variations of biologial form
is a form of evolution that should not be thought separately from the struture and
materials. The emergent performane omes from omplex hierarhies of material
within natural strutures.
The last priniple biomimiry in design is form and behavior that is generated from
the eosystem priniple, eosystem that optimize the system rather than its om-
ponents. It explains the emphasized all between funtions and form that produe
the result of equally important between form and behavior. It emerges from the
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proess that produes, elaborates and maintains the struture forms of biologial
organism and the omplex proess onsist of the exhange between the organism
and eosystem. The hoie of these priniples is done due to literature review of
previous studies on biomimiry in attempt to link them with urrent researh in the
design part.
4.6 LIVING ARCHITECTURE
Arhiteture, by its nature, is part of inanimate nature and is subjeted to the same
physial priniples and proesses. Arhiteture is not alive, but it has a life yle.
Even if some of life's riteria exist in individual projets, tehnology is still far from
reating artiial life. In the table 4.6 below, we ompare the life yle of a building






Prodution Coneption, reation of egg
ell
Implementation, building Birth, aliveness, growth
Operation Normal life, propagation
Damage, abrasion Injury, illness
Repair, renovation Reovery (self-healing), med-
ial treatment
hange Metamorphosis
Vaany, abandonment No analogy in nature
Deay, dismantling Death
Reyling Reyling
Table 4.2: Comparison of the lifeyles of arhiteture and organisms [Gruber 2011℄
The usage of arhiteture is the signiant parameter for aliveness. Artiial
life is a tempting issue in the disussion of life sienes and arhiteture. In spite of
the presene of some already existing riteria of life in arhiteture, the whole range
of these riteria has not been found in one single arhitetural projet.
On the other hand the expression of arhiteture being alive is ommonly used
for life in arhiteture, assuming arhiteture being used and valued highly by the
oupants. Life in arhiteture is a sign of high quality, and an be stated by:
1. Oupant satisfation
2. Use of spae, frequeny of ativity (also onstant over time - as against shop-
ping zones that are dead in the evening)
3. Integration of arhiteture in the soial and ultural lives of people
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4. Exhange of matter and energy with its environment
5. Slow inrease of entropy - good maintenane: energy/material input by main-
tenane measures to stop normal deay
6. Added value for the environment, design of the environment
The expressions aliveness of arhiteture and life in arhiteture have dierent
meanings. The disussion of life of, and life in, arhiteture, an deliver the means to
talk about the quality of arhiteture beyond ows of energy and material. There
is no single measurable parameter, whih indiates arhitetural quality, but the
values mentioned above are investigated when we are suiently interested in the
quality of our built environment [Gruber 2011℄.
4.7 EMERGING ADVANCEMENTS IN THE DOMAIN
OF BIOMIMETIC ARCHITECTURE
4.7.1 BREATHING WALLS TO ENHANCE THE EFFICIENCY
OF NATURAL VENTILATION SYSTEMS, ELGHAWABY
Mahmoud
The researher Elghawaby Mahmoud (PhD Student, ABC Researh Laboratory,
Marseille Shool of Arhiteture, Frane) has introdued the onept of Breathing
walls (Figure 4.14) whih is inspired by human skin to reate a thermally ative
faade. This model is able to ontrol the ow of air over the entire surfae and fun-
tions as a layer suitable for buildings It onsists of three layers that aim to minimize
the solar energy reeived diretly from the sun allowing the airow exeed and to
ool and then be diused inside the building. Eah layer has spei harateristis:
- External layer is apable of preventing or minimizing diret sun light. It an be
simple layer made of material that has the ability to absorb the moisture suh
as natural textile, lay, wood or reeds. This layer an be more sophistiated
layer onsisting of openable slots apable of ontrolling the intensity of sunlight
aording to a preprogrammed needed orders or aording to the oupany
desire.
- Middle layer resembles the epidermis layer in human skin, it ontains ontrolled
airow entranes, water sprayed system and airow dut network. This layer
aims at ahieving three tasks; thermal insulation, ooling airow by evapora-
tive ooling then reeiving and ontrolling airow by dut network. Controlled
airow an be re-ooled by onvetion with earth deepness or other natural
resoures like underground water or sea water.
- Internal layer ontains ontrolled ventilation outlets managed by both building
management system and oupany desire. This phase ould ontain a on-
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densation proess for obtaining potable water. This proess an mimi amel's
nose, whih is apable of extrat water vapor from exhaust air.
This researh suggests that this onept ould be applied whether with tra-
ditional simple elements or with advaned tehnologies; suh as nanotehnology,
artiial intelligene and teleommuniations systems. These sienes help building
faade to breathe in order to ool the interior spaes, whih mean onverting the
entire façades to work as thermal adaptive layers.
Figure 4.14: Coneptual model of breathing wall; (a) exterior layer apable of preventing
or ltering diret sunlight while allowing airow to pass, (b) Middle layer ats as thermal
insulation layer, then it ools air temperature by evaporative ooling and reeives air ow,
() Internal layer aims at ontrolling airow
4.7.2 BIOMIMICRY FORADAPTIVEBUILDING ENVELOPES,
LIDIA BADARNAH KADRI
The researher proposes the BIOGEN methodology as a strategi methodology,
referred to as the living envelope methodology. The methodology assists hanneling
the way from tehnial hallenges, dened by the demands on the building envelope,
through funtional aspets and various strategies found in nature.
Ongoing exploration:
1. An adaptive shading system
As a result of the transformation of priniples and methods used in plants for
reating to sun radiation, a shading system is being explored. The system has
the ability to trak the range of sun radiation throughout a day, and to adjust
for dierent inlinations and distanes from the envelope.
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Figure 4.15: The angle of inidene determines energy density. (a) Leaves normal to sun
radiation for maximum energy gain. (b) The eet of dierent inlination on the projetion.
() Top, front and projetion view [Badarnah 2008℄
Figure 4.16: Lower layers of leaves bend for maximum light pereption. (a) Lower leaves
get bigger with smaller inlination (β < γ). Alternation of 90 degrees is adopted in this
plant for more spae between the layers in order to ath more sun light. (b) The eet of
the inlination, preventing self shading [Badarnah 2008℄
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Figure 4.17: Summary of main organizational features in leaves for minimum and maxi-
mum light exposure [Badarnah 2008℄
. The new shading tehnologies for building envelopes inspired from plants.
Figure 4.18: Simplied version of urrent shade devies. (a & b) horizontal shade devies
for high angles of radiation. () Vertial shade devies for low angles of radiation (morning
and evening) [Badarnah 2008℄
Figure 4.19: All shade blades have the same angle of inlination (α) when ipped. Light
gray indiates the old position and dark gray the new position [Badarnah 2008℄
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2. A breathing envelope
The Asonoide sponge, respiration systems, blood veins, and the skeleton and
surfae of a sea sponge are investigated for this ase. We have designed a
skin that reats to hanging onditions and inuenes the air pressure on the
surfae to perform a proess of inhaling and exhaling. Suh a system is an
integral part of the building envelope, whih funtions as a protetive layer
too.
3. Light regulating envelope
Based on light managing methods found in nature, a light regulating envelope
is being investigated to improve visual omfort of the oupied spaes.
4. A thermo regulating envelope
Organisms based on their habitats and physiologial harateristis adopt dif-
ferent strategies (ative or passive), they perform thermoregulation by physi-
ologial, behavioral, or morphologial means. Organisms sueed to maintain
an adequate balane between heat gain and heat loss without seeking air-
tightness and water-tightness. Suh adaptation solutions by organisms ould
be applied in buildings with similar hallenges.
The building envelope has to maintain a thermal omfort for the oupant Cur-
rent tehnologies for buildings onsider the envelope as a thermal barrier or a shield
that has to be insulated to prevent heat loss and allow it to be open to dissipate
heat if neessary. Sine we an found more eient thermoregulation solutions in
nature.
As an outome of this researh, the author provides performane taxonomy of organ-
isms that failitate thermoregulation in nature, and disuss their possible appliation
in building envelopes. Moreover, they present an appliation ase of suh taxonomy
for an evaporative ooling system (Stoma Brik) for building envelopes.
An evaporative ooling system (Stoma Brik - SB) for building envelopes was de-
signed based on priniples of several natural systems. These inlude stoma of a
plant, pine ones, hair proteting eyes in the desert, and human skin.
The ooling system onsists of four integrated parts (gure 4.20) :
1. The Stoma brik  SB (gure 4.21 )
made of porous material, whih is the funtional part for thermoregulation. It
has an outer layer of hairy struture to lter the air passing through the enve-
lope. A veneer shutter to ontrol opening/losing in aordane to humidity
gradient. The most inner layer is spongy to hold moisture for evaporation.
2. The mono-brik
it inludes an irrigation yle that irrigates through holes the SB's (gure 4.22),
whih are inserted into the mono-brik to allow a ontinuous performane
vertially. Two ongurations of mono-briks sexist for this envelope, 3 SB's
and 9 SB's, depend on their position in the spei envelope design.
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3. The steal framing
it's the load bearing struture of the ooling system.
4. The inner layer
HEPA lter for air leaning or a double aryli glass for lightening and visual
ontat with the exterior environment.
Naturel system Deep prinipel
Stona of plants Osmoti pressure hanges ontrol openings for evaporation
Pine one Relative humidity hanges ause material deformation
Hair around eyes Protetion against smal partiles ( e.g. dust and sand)
Humain skin Latent heat transfer-Cooling trough evaporation
Table 4.3: Summary of the deep priniples used for the SB design [Badarnah 2010℄
Figure 4.20: Left: the four integrated parts shown separately. Right: the parts are
attahed to eah other reating one system [Badarnah 2010℄
The system operates at hot and humid weather: the veneer shutter deforms when
humidied, this allows the air to get inside passing through the spongy struture.
At hot and dry weather the system funtions dierently: the irrigating yles are
ativated letting water droplets to fall on the veneer shutter in order to ause a
deformation and open it allowing the air to enter and pass through the humidied
spongy struture. As a result, the dry air that entered is humid when it reahes the
inner spae.
In old and dry weather, the spongy struture ats as an insulating layer reduing
heat loss. Hot and exhausted air is driven outside by upper bloks lose to the
eiling.
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Figure 4.21: A ross setion through the SB showing the deformed veneer (as a
reation to humid environment) allowing the air to enter and ventilate the inner
spae [Badarnah 2010℄
Figure 4.22: An integrated irrigation system to supply moisture. Two irrigating
yles (blak and gray arrows) are ative when operated [Badarnah 2010℄
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4.8 CONCLUSION
From the disussion on the above study, it an be onluded that the nature also an
give an impat to the world of arhiteture. This hapter has presented two main
approahes in biomimeti design (Problem based and Solution based) and disussed
a framework for understanding the dierent levels of biomimiry; organism, behavior
and eosystem levels. Advantages and disadvantages of eah level were presented,
highlighting the dierent potentials of eah level in arhitetural design.
A fous has been made on a group of more speialized or spei researhes, that
serve as examples for the appliation of the biomimeti approah on arhitetural
design aiming to reah the onept of living arhiteture. This study will be used for
developping a new methodology in order to generate biomimeti design onepts,




" We're awake now, and the question is how do we stay awake to the living world?
How do we make the at of asking nature's advie a normal part of everyday invent-
ing ? "
- - Janine Benyus
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this hapter, we propose a useful bio-key tool based on biomimeti priniples
to nd new methods and systems for living arhiteture and to optimize a seleted
hallenge in hot and arid regions. This methodology is relevant to various disiplines
as a problem solver to optimize the energy use; this is due to the generality of the
strategy tools.
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Figure 5.1: Natural world's proesses
5.2 BIO-PROBLEM SOLVER FOR SUPPORTING THE
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Approahes to biomimiry as presented in Chapter 4 typially fall into two ate-
gories. The `design referening biology' and `biology inuening design'. The ur-
rent work follows the rst approah whih is mimiking the nature by looking to
its systems and proess in order to learn how natural systems an overome the
same design problem. One of the most important design hallenges in arhiteture
is designing natural ventilation systems in buildings loated in hot and arid regions
as in Biskra, Algeria. Atually, ventilation and ooling purposes are onsuming
the highest amount between building setions. In hot limate, this is due to us-
ing mehanial air-onditions, and ignoring the natural ventilation in our modern
buildings.
5.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY
The urrent researh is based on a strategi methodology for the generation of
biomimeti design onepts and to failitate the implementation of the biomimeti
approah. This strategy is inspired by Sherry Ritter' strategy to nd inspirations
from the natural world; and based mainly on the BioGen strategy. This methodol-
ogy is a seletive tool to identify the relevant systems and strategies in nature, in
order to nd new alternatives for the energy optimization and saving. The aim of
this methodology is to explore and extrat mehanisms found in nature, for poten-
tial appliation in innovations.
In the aim of developing a Biobrainstorming tool and for developing a living building'
ventilation; an amount of steps must to be arried out: denition of the hallenge
and its funtions, explore biologial hallenges similar to the identied tehnial
hallenge, disover reatures and natural organisms, Selet the pinnales that do
the needed roles for extrating the main priniples and proesses, build Taxonomies
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to obtain Brainstorm ideas, evaluate the ideas, transform the best ideas into de-
signs, build physial models, evaluate and validate them. These steps and phases
are presented in tables, and gures that provide a seletive tool, whih leads to a
onept design of the living building. This methodology is basially dealing with
the exploration proess and organisms' investigation, and the results in leading ar-
hitets to a onept design [Khelil 2015℄.
Figure 5.2: Flow hart of the design methodology showing the several phases
Initially, we dene a design hallenge that we are wondering to resolve. This
methodology ontains three levels of abstration, the funtional model, pinnales
investigation, Data matrix.
1. The funtional model
It oers numerous senarios leading to diverse signiant pinnales. It onsists
of several information units, lassied at four hierarhial levels (Figures 5.5,
5.6). Every unit omprises a head keyword that is loated at one of the four
levels and related to other units. The dierent levels of the funtional model:
• At the rst level we nd funtion data units,
• The seond level ontains relevant proesses,
• The third level is about inuening fators,
• The fourth level presents the pinnales.
The identied hallenge denes partiular funtions, and the detail level of
denition an dene additional levels of the funtional model (i.e., proesses).
We have the liberty to selet orrelated fators and pinnales at the desending
levels of the funtional model.
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2. Pinnales investigation:
As we see, in the previous level of the methodology, we have numerous pinna-
les. As a result, we distinguish numerous strategies, mehanisms, priniples
and features, thus the diulty of solutions inreases with the amount of pin-
nales and their several features. For minimizing this diulty, additional
investigation is arried out to dene taxonomy groups where the hallenging
transformation, from the biologial eld to the engineering eld, an be ana-
lyzed. The optimal hoie of the signiant groups is inuened by the design
disipline and the hallenges involved.
3. Data matrix:
In this level of the methodology, we are aiming to outline the design onept
with the optimal features, it ontains two steps;
• The pinnale analyzing matrix
• The design path matrix.
In the rst step, numerous ategories must be dened (e.g. environmental on-
ditions and adaptation solutions...) in order to lassify eah funtion and seleted
pinnales, and detet the key feature of eah group. In this researh, the imag-
inary pinnale denote the olletion of key features, where a spei funtion is
represented. Eah group of the imaginary pinnale ontains a key feature between
features of the seleted pinnales at the same group. Therefore, the imaginary pin-
nale has the same funtion as the seleted pinnales, and it must have features that
are all well-mathed with the hallenge.
The summary of the investigation of the extrated pinnales from the funtional
model may derive multiple imaginary pinnales, that's why we use the Design path
matrix tool, as a seond step, to indiate the suessful features to be applied in the
design onept, whih is based on the predened groups for pinnale investigation.
In this tool, we superpose the imaginary pinnales in order to dene the dominant
aspets to be addressed in the integrated design onept.
5.2.2 DEFINITION OF THE DESIGN CHALLENGE
Here in the ity of Biskra, a hot and arid region, we are faing the problem of sik
building syndrome, whih is the ombination of disomfort experiened by building
oupants due to poor onditions of air quality and other aspets related to indoor
limate. To solve this syndrome of air quality, ventilation is provided with minimal
energy use.
Natural ventilation is a passive ooling strategy that onsists of using natural fores,
suh as wind and buoyany to drive ool outdoor air through a spae. If well imple-
mented, it an onsiderably ontribute to reduing the ooling energy onsumption
of a building. Moreover, natural ventilation is not only beneial to reduing energy
onsumption in a building; its high owrates also lead to higher levels of indoor air
quality than mehanially ooled buildings.
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Natural ventilation was one of the only methods available to keep spaes at om-
fortable temperatures, even in extremely hot limates. It is still widely used in
residential settings, partiularly in the developing world. For example, wind ath-
ers are still ommonly used in the Middle East to take advantage of the wind blowing
in any diretion to ventilate multi-story houses.
The two main goals of natural ventilation are to improve the indoor air quality (IAQ)
and to redue the ooling/ventilation energy onsumption of a building. Both of
these goals must be fullled by guaranteeing that the indoor thermal omfort on-
ditions are aeptable. If this ondition is not met, the natural ventilation system
will most likely be replaed by an air onditioning system by the building oupants
or owner.
Despite all of the advantages of using natural ventilation, the strategy is rarely used
to ool buildings beause the performane of naturally ventilated systems is highly
dependent on the building geometry and the weather onditions, foring the de-
signer to aount for several additional fators very early in the building design to
guarantee oupant omfort.
Generally, Natural ventilation is used for two purposes: natural ventilation to on-
trol the indoor air quality IAQ, and for summertime ooling.
• The use of natural ventilation to ontrol IAQ is of partiular interest during
the winter time. At this time of year, windows are opened suh that the min-
imum required airow rate is met, and not more. The physial framework to
model natural ventilation to ontrol IAQ in the wintertime is slightly dierent
than that to provide ooling in the summertime for two reasons: the indoor
temperature if ontrolled by a heater with a set point thermostat does not
depend on the airow through the spae, and physis of the airow through
raks (or very small openings) varies slightly from that of ow through large
openings (windows).
• Using natural ventilation to prevent overheating within a building presents a
very dierent hallenge to maintaining aeptable IAQ standards. For sum-
mertime ooling, important onsiderations are internal heat loads and external
solar gains, as well as building harateristis, suh as thermal mass and in-
sulation level, and the overall building oor and site layout. The higher the
airow availability, the greater the ooling eet.
It has been found, that the omfort levels oupants of naturally ventilated build-
ings do vary with outdoor temperature. This is beause people naturally adapt their
lothing levels from season to season, and will inreasingly wear warmer lothes when
the air is older, and wear lighter garments when temperatures are higher. They
will even adapt to hourly hanges in weather onditions: they will open and lose
the windows depending on the amount of draft desired.
This human adaptation to outdoor onditions widens the traditional thermal om-
fort ranges, with oupants feeling omfortable at temperatures lower than the min-
imum and higher than the maximum aeptable onditions in a mehanially ven-
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tilated spae. This provides an even greater advantage to using natural ventilation,
and an lead to larger energy savings if the adaptive omfort range is onsidered in
the building ontrols, rather than the traditional range.
Despite of all of its advantages, NV is rarely onsidered as a ooling strategy in new
buildings. In this researh, we try to develop a biomimeti design tool that an help
the arhitet implementing this strategy properly during the building design.
In this ontext, after approahing our hallenge, we have to dene it in funtional
terms, so that we an nd many models in nature for adequate strategies to hoose
among. The urrent researh explores and analyzes air regulation and thermoregu-
lation strategies found in nature to apply them in ventilation and thermal omfort
systems.
Air exhange and movement, Heat retention and dissipation are signiant funtions
in nature, as organisms need oxygen and thermal omfort to survive. The eient
solutions in nature might promote the design of innovative ventilation and thermal
omfort systems for buildings loated in hot and arid regions. A brief bakground on
some seleted air regulation and thermoregulation strategies in nature is presented.
The investigated funtions, proesses, fators and pinnales are summarized in the
funtional model.
Figure 5.3: Proposed key Funtions
5.3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE FUNCTIONALMODEL
5.3.1 AIR REGULATION IN NATURE
For the most organisms, one of the main objetives of Air regulation is oxygen up-
take and Carbon dioxide release (or vie versa) [Badarnah 2012℄. Organisms have
developed several mehanisms and strategies to maintain the required gas onen-
tration levels whether in their bodies or their immediate surrounding environment.
Generally, animals onstrut their strutures for protetion against extremes of li-
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mates. Gas exhange is related to the omplexity of the struture's funtional de-
sign. As suh, the nature's arhiteture provides ways to maintain environmental
homeostasis. Veloity gradients generated aross surfaes provide potential soure
of work that might be used by burrowing animals to solve the ventilation problem
in their narrow burrow.
The air regulation in organisms has several mehanisms of gas movement. In our
work, we limit ourselves only on two mehanisms: pressure dierenes and diusion.
1. Air exhange via diusion: is the substane ow from higher to lower onen-
tration, it is an important gas exhange proess, animals have evolved several
mehanisms and systems to inrease the rate of diusion and failitate the
exhange of gases. For example, we have the gas exhange in the lungs that
ours in the alveoli, gases move from higher onentration to lower onen-
tration.
2. Pressure dierenes is generally generated by veloity or volume variations.
In this work, we are interested by the veloity. Fluids move from regions
of higher pressures to regions of lower pressures. Consequently, the lowest
pressures our at the highest veloities, and the highest pressures our at
the lowest veloities.
Figure 5.4: Gases move by diusion from high to low onentration.
⋄ FUNCTIONAL MODEL FOR AIR REGULATION
Previously we dened the various entities of the funtional model. The investi-
gation and exploration of air regulation in nature is based on two initial funtions:
movement and exhange, eah funtion ontains several proesses, but we indiate
some of them in the exploration model for air regulation depending on our initial
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goals. The exploration model ontains four sales: Funtional aspets, proesses,
inuential fators, pinnales that are dened by Badarnah Kadri [Badarnah 2012℄
as the representative organism or system from nature for a partiular adaptation
strategy.
Figure 5.5: Extrated funtional model for air regulation
5.3.2 THERMOREGULATION IN NATURE
Thermoregulation is the ability of an organism to keep its body and environmen-
tal temperature within ertain boundaries, even when the surrounding temperature
is very dierent. Eient thermoregulation solutions an be extrated from ther-
moregulation strategies found in nature, or arried out by living organisms. Living
organisms maintain the thermal omfort of their habitats narrow ranges in order to
survive. The aim of this setion is to explore and extrat thermoregulation meha-
nisms found in nature, for potential appliation in buildings.
The thermoregulation in organisms has several mehanisms and strategies. In our
work, we limit ourselves only on two mehanisms: heat retention and dissipation.
The outome of the investigation is lassied in exploration model.
⋄ FUNCTIONAL MODEL FOR THERMOREGULATION
Aording to Badarnah Kadri Lydia, the investigation and exploration of heat regu-
lation in nature is based on four initial funtions: gain, retain, dissipate, and prevent.
Eah funtion inorporates dierent proesses. In our work, we fous mainly on two
funtions of heat regulation: retention and dissipation. The funtional model is
lassied on four sales: funtion, proesses, fators, pinnales. The ontent of the
presented model is a representative state for the urrent exploration.
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Figure 5.6: Extrated funtional model for heat regulation
5.3.3 ANALYSE OF THE SELECTED PINNACLES
In this level of abstration, we investigate, analyze and summarize the air and
thermal regulation strategies. In this researh, we want to say by pinnale: a rep-
resentative organism or system from nature for a partiular adaptation strategy.
In eah seleted pinnale, we are interested in:
- The strategy of performane.
- The relevant mehanism.
- We extrat the key priniple.
- We indiate the key feature of the performane.
√
Pinnale .1: Galinaeous Birds
Gallinaeous birds is a name given to members of the order Gallinae. Members of
this order are hiken-like in appearane and live on the ground. This kind of birds
build Mounds for auto-egg warming.
These birds have found a way to warm their eggs without having to sit around
all day. Biomass does the trik for them instead.
The male parent build a mound of 1.5 m tall and of 3-4 m diameter, from dead leaf
whih produes heat while fermenting, if the desired temperature 330 is exeeded
the male parent drills holes in the mound, also to redue CO2 levels inside it. In
early spring when the fermentation rate delines, the mound an be opened up at
the top to let sun heat the mound.
Design tips from birds
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Figure 5.7: Galinaeous Bird
1. Rotting biomass ould be a heap means of heating, espeially in winter time.
2. In autumn and winter a building has to be as losed as possible to retain the
inside heat.
3. In spring and summer, onsider opening up the top of your building, to ollet
as muh heat as possible.
4. In spaes with danger of exessive heat and /or CO2 onentration, openings
are neessary.
Figure 5.8: Galinaeous Birds' mound with automati renewable energy heating
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√
Pinnale.2: Spiders (Mirathena grailis)
Mirathena grailis is a spider in the family Araneidae (orb-weavers), ommonly
known as the Spined Mirathena. This spider spins a moderately large (an be 30
m or more aross), very tightly oiled web.
This spider has a very interesting temperature ontrol strategies: They use the
orientation of the web to keep the web's user ooler, in open spaes with lot of
light and warmer in shady plaes. This strategy is ahieved by north-south web
orientation in shaded plaes and east-west orientation in well illuminated plaes.
This strategy aet the body temperature of the spiders. Spiders' webs are also
examples of tensile arhiteture in nature.
Design tips from spiders
1. Proper orientation depends to the amount of shade or light in the area.
2. In the shady area we need maximum surfae towards the East and West, so a
North-South orientation to absorb heat if needed.
In a well illuminated hot area it might be best to have an East-West orientation
to avoid the heat from the East and West wall surfaes.
Figure 5.9: Spiders' web (Mirathena grailis)
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Figure 5.10: Spiders web's temperature ontrol strategies
√
Pinnale .3: Termite mound of the savannah biome
While some termites live in the wood of our homes, others build their own houses,
some of the most impressive strutures in the animal world. Their mounds are
forever-evolving ities, made from the simplest materials. Working independently,
without any oordinator or blueprint to referene, they onstrut temperature-
ontrolled environments that inlude ventilation and ooling/heating systems, and
speialized hambers that store food, ontain fungal gardens, hold eggs, and house
the egg-produing queen. As a olony, they are able to reate worlds that far exeed
their individual apabilities.
Termites probably deserve nature's biolimati arhiteture prize. Termites build
mounds up to 3.7 m high, 1m thik and 3m wide that have their long axis aligned
north to south, to present a large surfae in morning and evening sun and a small
surfae at midday sun (Figure 5.11).
The Termites usually ongregate in the shaded west side of the mound in the
morning and on the shaded east side in the evening. The slim shape of the mound
allows suient air ventilation through the pores of the surfaes.
This mound an maintain a steady internal temperature of around 300 C despite
the temperature variations ourring throughout the day.
The strutural features of the mounds allow heat dissipation and retention, for ex-
ample: variation in wall thiknesses, mound surfae design or projeting strutures,
and orientation.
This model for termite mound funtion was Martin Lüsher's thermosiphon meha-
nism, in whih the mound is a venue for metabolism-driven irulation of air. Here,
the olony's prodution of heat (roughly 100 watts) imparts suient buoyany to
the nest air to loft it up into the mound and to drive it eventually to the mound's
porous surfae. There, the spent air is refreshed as heat, water vapor and respi-
ratory gases exhange with the atmosphere aross the porous walls. The higher
density of the refreshed air then fores it downward into open spaes below the nest
and eventually through the nest again. This mehanism was thought to operate in
mounds with apped himneys, those that have no obvious vents.
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Figure 5.11: Termite mound orientation
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This termite mound have thin walls with numerous ridges and turrets, whih
results in more heat dissipation. They have air passages lose to the surfae with-
out himneys that ventilate through natural onvetion. Thus, the mound balanes
between temperature regulation and ventilation. The gas exhange ours through
holes all over the surfaes of the mound.
Figure 5.12: Thermosipheon ow mound
Figure 5.13: Porous surfae of the apped himney mound
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Biolimati design tips from termites
1. A lever shape and positioning on a building allows us to use the heat from
the sun when we need it, and avoid it when there is a danger of overheating.
2. A big (external surfaes) / (built mass) ratio means that more spaes are lose
to the outer environment and an be ventilates through openings.
3. The design of the building should vary aording to the loal limati situation.
4. During daytime, dierent spaes of the building might be more pleasant, whih
an be used to wisely distribute funtions of the building in the oor plan.
√
Pinnale .4: Marotermes mihaelseni mound
The fungus ultivating termites, Marotermes, develop mounds that are among
the most spetaular arhitetures reated in nature. They are found in the tropial
and sub-tropial regions of Afria, South East Asia and Australia. Termites of the
order 10 mm in length an build strutures over a thousand times their own size.
Biologists know this model as indued ow, but it is probably better known to ar-
hitets and engineers as the stak eet. This mehanism was thought to our
in open-himney mounds. Beause the mound extends upward through the surfae
boundary layer, the large himney vent is exposed to higher wind veloities. A Ven-
turi ow then draws fresh air into the mound through the ground-level openings,
then through the nest and nally out through the himney. Unlike the thermosiphon
model's irulatory ow, indued ow is unidiretional.
Figure 5.14: Indued ow mound [Turner 2008℄
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Outwardly, the mound onsists of three parts (gure 5.15) :
• A olumnar spire atop a onial base. The spire reahes on average about
three meters high, but it an reah as high as 9 meters.
• A onial base, roughly 4-5 meters in diameter and roughly 1.5 meters tall
• A broad outwash pediment, roughly 10-20 meters in diameter, onsisting of
soil eroded from the mound.
Figure 5.15: Elements of external Marotermes mihaelseni mound struture
The relatively simple external arhiteture masks one of the most sophistiated
animal-built strutures on the planet. Inside the mound is an extensive retiu-
lum of tunnels and onduits, whih reveals its funtion: the mound is an organ of
physiology for the termite olony super-organism, whih is entered on the under-
ground nest(Figure 5.16). As mentioned in gure whih represents an experiene
done by the researher turner whih show the internal struture of a Marotermes
mihaelseni mound, where we found:
a Plaster ast of a portion of the superial tunnel network showing egress tunnels
and surfae onduits. The mound surfae has been partially washed away.
b Plaster ast of the deep tunnel retiulum in a mound of Marotermes mihaelseni.
 Plaster ast of the subterranean retiulum that envelops the nest. The nest is
just visible behind the retiulum.
d A horizontal slie at roughly 1 m above ground level through a plaster lled
mound. The retiulum and surfae onduits are indiated.
e Cross setion through the subterranean nest, showing the galleries (the fungus
ombs are the yellowish masses inside the galleries) and the base of the himney
opening into the nest
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Figure 5.16: Internal struture of a Marotermes mihaelseni mound [Turner 2008℄
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The mound (Figure 5.17). is onstruted out of a mixture of soil, termite saliva
and dung. Although the mound appears solid, the struture is inredibly porous.
Its walls are lled with tiny holes that allow outside air to enter and permeate the
entire struture. The top of the mound onsists of a entral himney surrounded by
an intriate network of tunnels and passages. Air travels through the porous walls
into a series of small tunnels until it reahes the entral himney and rises up. When
fresh air mixes with this warm air, the air ools and sinks down into the nest. This
ventilation system onstantly irulates the air and ensures that oxygen reahes the
lower areas of the mound and keeps the nest from overheating.
Termites do not live throughout the mound but spend most of their time in a nest
loated at or below ground level. It is omprised of numerous galleries separated
by thin walls. Workers are onstantly repairing areas that require maintenane and
adding new tunnels and orridors to the nest.
At the base of the mound are several openings that the termites use to enter and
exit the nest. Termites make forays out to ollet food at night, when temperatures
are ooler. Six feet below ground level is the ellar. It is the oolest part of the
struture. Its eiling is omprised of a series of thin plates that absorb moisture
from the olony above and provide another ingenious ooling mehanism. As the
moisture evaporates, the temperature falls, ooling the air around the nest.
Figure 5.17: Diagram of termite mound struture [Turner 2001℄
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• Ventilation and gas exhange of termite mounds
The nest is out of equilibrium due to the driving ux of the metaboli demand
from the termites and the fungus and so homeostasis is ahieved by balaning the
metaboli demand with the ventilatory ux [Turner 2008℄ due to omplex boundary
layer pressure gradients aross the surfae of the mound due to ow of wind. The
disequilibrium between the nest and the outside air is the partial pressure of O2
below atmospheri, the partial pressure of CO2 above atmospheri and a high rela-
tive humidity lose to saturation ompared with a low to medium relative humidity
typial of the loations where the nests are found.
Turner [Turner 2001℄ investigated Marotermes mihealseni. The proposed new
model desribes the mound as an organ for the exhange of respiratory gases. Gas
exhange is driven by the interation of the mound, the nest, the wind and the
buoyany due to the metaboli output of the termites and the fungi.
Ventilation of the nest and mound is driven by temporal variations in wind and so is
`tidal not irulatory'. The ation of the wind sets up omplex utuating pressure
elds aross the mound surfae and indues mixing in the surfae onduits. The
temporal variations in wind veloity are the transients and an vary onsiderably
in frequeny and amplitude, so the mound may at as a low-pass lter to blok
the high-frequeny, utuating omponents to leave a steady, reliable omponent
[Turner 2008℄. Traer gas measurements have shown that the entral himney ats
as a spae for respiratory gas exhange rather than a onduit for ventilation and
so suggests that the simple thermosiphon model does not adequately desribe the
proesses involved.
A hole in the top of the building along with a vertial orridor (himney) leading to
it allows hot air to esape the building naturally.
Figure 5.18: Passive ooling of a termite mound
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√
Pinnale.5: The burrow of the prairie dog
The prairie dog is a rodent of the family Siuridae. They oupy arid environ-
ments, and prefer areas without vegetation and wind barriers. They live in long and
narrow burrows about 12m in diameter, 10-30 m long, and 1-5m deep, with 2-3 m
entranes [Badarnah 2012℄.
The burrow systems of prairie dogs are usually omplex underground orridor
systems that need to be ventilated to import the O2 needed and keep CO2 in low
levels.
Figure 5.19: Blak tailed prairie dog
On both sides of long orridors, the prairie dog builds mounds for wind entrane
and wind exit. The mehanism to ahieve this ventilation is based on Bernoulli's
priniple: the pressure over the exits is lower than pressure over the entranes and
this auses an air ow from the entranes to the exists. The entranes are wider
and on a lower mound (half the height of the exit mound), and thus the air speed
over the exits is bigger than over the entrane.
Figure 5.20: Prairie dog's burrow
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Design tips by prairie dogs
1. Air ow parallel to the surfaes of the building an be used to motivate ven-
tilation inside the building.
2. The opening designed to be the entrane of the inoming air should be lower
than the opening designed to be the exit.
3. Air streams inside the building derease humidity.
4. The route of the ventilation stream should be arefully designed.
Figure 5.21 presents the summary of the analysis of the ve pinnales, taken from
the funtional model of air and thermal regulation; this table oers us a referene
and funtional reommendations to apply them in the design proess.
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Figure 5.21: Summary of pinnales analyses
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5.4 DATA MATRIX
After analyzing the seleted pinnales, we apply the Data matrix beause we need
one imaginary pinnale for eah hallenge to lead the transition phase from biology
to design. In gure 5.22 we indiate that in the shaded line the dominant features
that orrespond to the dierent ategories for eah individual hallenge.
We need another level of abstration beause the preeding phase may give us sev-
eral imaginary pinnales. In order to identify the dominant features to be addressed
in the integrated design onept, we use the design path matrix, where we superpose
the imaginary pinnales (from preeding phase: pinnale analyzing matrix).
Figure 5.22: Pinnale analyzing matrix [Khelil 2015℄
The previous step may derive multiple imaginary pinnales; we need another
level of abstration. The design path matrix represents the superposition of the
imaginary pinnales (from previous step) and determines the dominant features to
be addressed in the integrated design onept (in the next step). In the design
path matrix tool (Figure 5.23) we nd the dominant features (dashed forms) are
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the features that have the larger number of links from the dierent imaginary pin-
nales, where the larger number of links (ounting line styles) the more dominant
the feature beomes. Numerous pertinent features from the several ategories for
the design onept are indiated in the design path matrix.
Figure 5.23: Design path matrix [Khelil 2015℄
Eah vertial olumn represents a ategory and its various features. Red lines
denote the path of thermoregulation, the blue lines denote the path of air regula-
tion, and the green nodes denote the dominant features, whih represents the design
path. The derived dominant features from the design path matrix are:
• The ow is passive for all funtions.
• The maro sale is the relevant sale for all funtions.
• The imaginary pinnales share arid environmental ontext.
• The morphologial features are independent for eah spei funtion.
• The strutural features are Chimneys for air regulation and air passages for
thermoregulation.
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After outlining the dominant features, in order to ahieve the design onept
proposal; we have to transform the design path matrix into a design onept for
natural ventilated building loated in Biskra, a hot and arid region, and then we
have to estimate and evaluate its performane by making a omparison of this model
with the existing state of the building.
5.5 PRESENTATION OF THE CASE OF THE STUDY
The ity of Biskra, loated in Algeria, is hosen for its representativeness of the hot
and arid environments in the ountry. It has a rigorous limate haraterized by
very hot, dry summer and old winter. Meteorologial data of Biskra shows that
The average temperature ranges from a maximum of 44, 90 C and a minimum value
of −2.10C with high insolation, exeeding 3500 h / year and intense diret sunlight
whih an reah 900 to 1100 W / m2 on a horizontal plane, with rare and irregular
rainfall. In addition to these unfavorable harateristis, this ity is haraterized
by violent sandstorms. Its harateristis are unfavorable to ahieving thermal om-
fort. More limati details about this region will be provided in hapter 6.
Figure 5.24: loation of Biskra
We will apply the Biobrainstorming methodology proposed before to prove that
we an learn from nature to better design our buildings. So to ahieve our goal a
olletive building was hosen as the limati onditions of the ity of Biskra in order
to ontrol the summer and winter omfort in addition to onsiderably redue osts
for air onditioning and heating whih haraterizes the sik building syndrome.
Our study fouses on the typology of the most ommon habitat in this town.
Indeed, olletive buildings, ontemporary arhitetural style, allows a study of the
omparative analysis of the type and number of samples initially having the same
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harateristis, some of whih have undergone transformations from their aquisi-
tion by the inhabitants.
Those residential buildings (Figure 5.27) have a built environment marked by:
- An arbitrary loation,
- An arhitypique form, dispersed and fragmented,
- Similar faades exposing their windows to weather onditions, so that these on-
ditions an be moderated by reating pleasant mirolimates.
- With an arbitrary orientation of the faades where the prototype an be subjeted
to various diretions, without onsidering neither the amounts of energy on-
suming or thermal omfort inside the group housing, not to mention the use
of materials non-adapted to the limati requirements while it inreases losses
inluding the important need for air onditioning and heating.
These onstrutions are done in ignorane of the knowledge related to limatol-
ogy, omfort and thermal behavior of building materials. The seleted building to
do the experiments is a part from "la ité des 500 logements " in Biskra.
Figure 5.25: situation of the ase of the study
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Figure 5.26: Situation of the seleted building
Figure 5.27: Seleted building
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5.6 PRESENTATION OF THE OUTLINED DESIGN
MODEL
Considering the limate of the region, passive ventilation aim represents a major
hallenge for us arhitets that is why we propose, as an arhitet, a design model
inspired by dierent pinnales analyzed before and systems perfeted that keep an
indoor environment in a moderate level of omfort.
In order to reah our aim, we have to apply the outlined features from the Bio-
brainstorming methodology by transforming them into a design onept: A breath
of fresh air, whih is a design onept for natural ventilated building loated in
Biskra, a hot and arid region. We propose for this design onept A breath of fresh
air (Figure 5.28), an indued or stak eet ventilation proess.
Figure 5.28: Outlined model a breath of fresh air
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5.6.1 CONFIGURATIONOF THEDESIGNCONCEPT A BREATH
OF FRESH AIR
We tried to inorporate both the thermosiphon and indued ow priniple into our
design. The building has an extensive tube system within the oors that move air
through the building. Heat generated within the building, along with stored heat
within the struture, reates a thermosiphon-eet that draws air up and through
the rooftops where himney staks are loated. These tall staks are essential for
reating an indued ow.
The design model have himneys at the top that opens to the outside. This ar-
rangement reates indued ow, also alled the stak eet. The himneys break
the surfae boundary layer and is exposed to higher wind speeds ompared to inlets
on the ground. The unidiretional ow draws fresh air from near the ground into the
basement, where it passes on through the himney and ultimately to the outside.
For ertain, the building works on the termite mound and the other pinnales prin-
iples but we annot ignore the fat that the building uses fans during the day, and
during the night to keep the air from being too stagnant (Figures 5.29, 5.31, 5.32).
Figure 5.29: Use of fans in the heat aumulation box
The use of fans for keeping the environment within the building omfortable and
push the heat out through the duting in the eiling.
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5.6.2 HOW DOES THE NEW MODEL WORK?
The struture of our new design model based on the use of stak ventilation, fans,
thermal mass and buoyant air all mimi the relevant features of the analyzed pin-
nales (Figure 5.28).
It is built around a heat ore (Figure 5.30) whih ontains himneys, where the
hot air generated by its oupants being naturally drawn through onvetion out of
the himneys, and the radiant heat being transmitted into the thermal mass, whih
further enhanes the onvetion. Fans suk in old air, whih passes through the
building, ooling the thermal mass.
Figure 5.30: Heat ore
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Outside air that is drawn in is either warmed or ooled by the building mass
depending on whih is hotter, the building onrete or the air. It is then vented into
the buildingâs oors via the fresh air box (Figure 5.33) before exiting via himneys
at the top.
Figure 5.31: Basement's openings
Figure 5.32: Use of Fans in the basement
Air is ontinuously drawn from this open spae by fans on the basement. It
is then pushed up vertial supply setions of duts that are loated in the entral
spine.
The fresh air replaes stale air that rises and exits through exhaust ports in the
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Figure 5.33: Fresh air box
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eilings of eah oor. Ultimately it enters the exhaust setion of the vertial duts
before it is ushed out of the building through himneys.
Figure 5.34: Heat aumulation box
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Figure 5.35: Connetions to the heat ore
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The hot air is drawn into the top of the building, and then it is disharged
through the himneys. This phenomenon auses a ow of air in the lower parts of
the building: the air is suked through these inner parts thanks to small openings
all around the building in the basement (Figure 5.31). This fresh air baks into
the stairase and then it will be distributed in the apartments for refreshing them.
When heating, it is then attrated by the top of the building, and so on (Figure 5.28).
5.7 CONCLUSION
In this hapter, we have developed a new systemati methodology to prove that
we an learn from nature in order to better design our buildings, whih is alled
the Bio-Brainstorming methodology. The main priniple of this methodology is to
identify the relevant systems and strategies in nature to nd new alternatives for
the energy optimization and saving.
An implementation of the Bio-Brainstorming methodology, whih reates an investi-
gation platform for the arhitets, is demonstrated to solve a partiular arhitetural
hallenge of a hot and arid region: the buildingâs ventilation. We have hosen a
olletive building loated in the 500 housing units in Biskra as a ase of the study,
where we have applied the outlined features from the Bio-brainstorming method-
ology by transforming them into a design onept: A breath of fresh air. The
onguration of our new design model based on the use of stak ventilation, fans,
whih all mimi the relevant features of the analyzed pinnales. To validate this
onguration we will proeed, in the next hapter, to the simulation using Compu-





" You never hange things by ghting the existing reality. To hange something,
build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete."
- - Bukminster Fuller
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Natural ventilation is a main sustainable strategy in building designs, and it has
onsiderable interests from designers, beause it may provide oupants with good
indoor air quality and a high level of thermal omfort, and redue energy osts.
There are three approahes available to study natural ventilation: empirial models,
experimental measurements, and omputational uid dynamis (CFD) simulations.
CFD is beoming popular due to its informative results, low labor osts, and little
equipment requirement. In our researh, we use CFD simulations (Phoenis ode)
to study the air ow in the building [Evola 2005℄. In this hapter we will present,
in one hand, the notion of the design day and ,in the other hand, we will develop a
new method for seleting Biskra's design day in the aim to use it in the simulation
of the outlined model to prove that we an reah the vitality of the arhiteture.
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6.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID
DYNAMICS (CFD)
6.2.1 INTRODUCTION OF CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD) is beoming available as a tool to assist with
modeling the airow and dispersion of pollutants among omplex urban geometries
on the sale of a setion of a building exterior up to several ity bloks. This tool
allows more aurate preditions of impats over a range of meteorologial senarios
and alternative building designs and plaements relative to roadways and other
pollutant soures. Examples of its uses have been shown in Figure6.1 and Figure
6.2
Figure 6.1: Dierent experimental observations based on CFD
Figure 6.2: CFD Simulation of Smoke plume from an oil re in Baghdad
Computational Fluid Dynamis, more ommonly known as its aronym CFD, is
a branh of uid mehanis that uses numerial methods and mathematial algo-
rithms to solve and analyze problems that involve uid ows. Computers are used
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to perform alulations required to simulate liquids or gases interation with sur-
faes dened by boundary onditions. To do that, speialized and high tehnology
software are needed, to perform suh omplex alulations [Houda 2011℄ CFD allows
building a virtual prototype of a produt or proess to simulate atual onditions of
funtioning. CFD is a omplement to other modeling and experimental tehniques
to get an aurate desription of uid ow problems. CFD also allows us to ask
questions like "What will happen if ...?", To examine the onsequenes of ertain
tehnologial hoies and validate a design.
6.2.2 AVAILABLE CFD SIMULATION CODES
CFD odes are widely used in the study of global warming, urban limate, miroli-
mate, building ventilation, indoor air quality, indoor and outdoor thermal omfort,
re safety, and smoke extration. Building simulation using CFD software is gaining
popularity due mainly to new standards on health and omfort in the built envi-
ronment and the need to design internal spaes and HVAC systems that meet the
required standards riteria [Versteeg 2007℄.
In the CFD domain, the most ommon ommerial odes inlude OpenFoam,
OpenFlower, FLASH, ANSYS CFX, ANSIS ICEM CFD, FLOW3D, PHOENICS,
FIDAP, FLOVENT, FLUENT, and STA RCD· · ·
a- OpenFOAM
OpenFOAM is a free, open soure CFD software pakage produed by a om-
merial ompany, OpenCFD Ltd. It has a large user base aross most areas of
engineering and siene, from both ommerial and aademi organisations.
OpenFOAM has an extensive range of features to solve anything from omplex
uid ows involving hemial reations, turbulene and heat transfer, to solid
dynamis and eletromagnetis.
b- OpenFlower
OpenFlower is a free and open soure CFD ode (for Linux and Windows)
mainly intended to solve the turbulent inompressible Navier-Stokes equations
with a LES approah. It an deal with arbitrary omplex 3D geometries with
its nite volume approah.
- FLASH
A modular, parallel adaptive-mesh ode initially designed for thermonulear
runaway problems but now apable of a wide variety of astrophysial problems.
Inludes modules for MHD, nulear burning, radiative ooling, self-gravity,
partile dynamis, and osmologial expansion.
d- ANSYS CFX
ANSYS CFX omputational uid dynamis (CFD) software, it delivers the
ability to apply the most powerful and preise CFD tehnology to virtually
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every uid engineering problem. Explore in depth the tehnology and advan-
tages of ANSYS CFX using the hart below or menu on the left.
e- ANSYS ICEM CFD
ANSYS ICEM CFD is the only Universal pre-proessor for analysis inlud-
ing FEA, CFD and other CAE appliations suh as partile transport and
omputational eletro-magnetis. Used for engineering appliations suh as
omputational uid dynamis and strutural analysis, ANSYS ICEM CFDs
mesh generation tools oer the apability to parametrially reate grids from
geometry in multi-blok strutured, unstrutured hexahedral, tetrahedral, hy-
brid grids onsisting of hexahedral, tetrahedral, pyramidal and prismati ells;
and Cartesian grid formats ombined with boundary onditions.
f- FLUENT
It is a omputer ode for simulating uid ows with and without heat transfer
in simple and omplex geometries. It an solve ow problems with strutured
and unstrutured meshes, produed with omplex geometries easily.
g- COMSOL Multiphysis
COMSOL Multiphysis is a modeling pakage for the simulation of any phys-
ial proess with partial dierential equations (PDEs). It features state-of-
the-art solvers that address omplex problems quikly and aurately, while
its intuitive struture is designed to provide ease of use and exibility. Fast
results and unpreedented exibility make COMSOL Multiphysis the ideal
modeling and simulation software for researh, produt development, and ed-
uation.
h- CFDRC
CFDRC oers unique apabilities for Multiphysis, Multisale, and Coupled
Simulations of uid, thermal, hemial, biologial, eletrial, and mehanial
phenomena for real-world appliations. CFDRCs tehnologies, produts, and
servies enable better understanding of omplex problems, and lead to better
deisions resulting in better onepts, designs, produts and systems.
i- STAR-CD
The STAR-CD solver provides one of the most eetive numerial method-
ologies available in an industrial CFD ode with the high level of auray
needed for omplex unstrutured meshes. This is delivered with the speed, ef-
ieny and robustness demanded by engineering design and development y-
les. STAR-CD uses state-of-the-art, proprietary numerial shemes to ahieve
the highest levels of auray in both steady and transient simulations, mak-
ing this solver one of the least sensitive to mesh type and quality, inluding
distorted tetrahedral meshes. Remarkably, this has been ahieved without
sariing eieny or robustness. Therefore, whatever the hoie of mesh or
engineering appliation, the STAR solver will provide the best solution in the
shortest time.
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j- FLOW3D
FLOW-3D is a powerful modeling tool that gives engineers valuable insight
into many physial ow proesses. With speial apabilities for aurately
prediting free surfae ows. FLOW-3D is an all-inlusive pakage. No speial
additional modules for meshing or post-proessing are needed. An integrated
graphial user interfae ties everything together, from problem setup to post-
proessing.
K- FIDAP
It is the CFD solver of hoie for a wide variety of laminar and turbulent ows.
Based on the nite element method, FIDAP delivers aurate and eient
solutions for problems involving uid ow, heat transfer, mass transfer, dis-
persed phase ow; free surfaes, solid/ liquid phase hange and uid-struture
interation.
L- PHOENICS
A CFD ode Phoenis is used in this study to simulate the airow in the
existing ase of the building and the new design model; we provide more details
about this ode.
6.2.3 OVERVIEW OF THE PHOENICS CODE
PHOENICS (Paraboli Hyperboli or Ellipti Numerial Integration Code Series)
is a sophistiated ode that utilizes Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD) to nu-
merially simulate dierent types of engineering problems, suh as ow and reation
problems, using a highly aurate set of ow and reation. CFD is the mathematial
simulation of uid dynamis problems using the physial and mathematial formulas
and equations that govern the ow problems. Combustion, reation, heat and mass
transfer models implemented in PHOENICS an range from simple to sophistiated.
PHOENICS allows the user to hoose among several models based upon the nature
of the problem, time available, and auray needed [Evola 2005℄.
PHOENICS is indeed employed primarily by:
• Sientists for interpreting their experimental observations;
• Engineers for the design of airraft and other vehiles, and of equipment whih
produes power or whih proesses materials;
• arhitets for the design of buildings;
• Environmental speialists for the predition, and if possible ontrol, of envi-
ronmental impat and hazards; and
• Teahers and students for the study of uid dynamis, heat transfer, ombus-
tion and related disiplines.
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PHOENICS is a CFD ode, i.e. a member, indeed the founding member, of that
family of software pakages, whih embody the tehniques of Computational Fluid
Dynamis.
PHOENICS is developed by the British ompany CHAM, and it has been vastly
used for dierent kinds of simulations that involve multi-phase ows, heat transfer,
proess with hemial reations, partile traking, smoke dispersion, aerodynam-
is, equipment eieny analysis, ventilation and alimatization and others. Its
friendly interfae, the possibility of load CAD les to the objet geometries, an
open-soure routine for user-oding and its exlusive physial models are some of
the important advantages of using PHOENICS on CFD simulations. The main
features of PHOENICS are listed above:
• 2-D and 3-D geometries;
• Cartesian, Polar, Body-Fitted Coordinates, and Unstrutured;
• Loal multi-level ne-grid embedding;
• "PARSOL" Cut-ell tehnique for omplex geometry;
• "INFORM" Input of user-dened Formula;
• Conjugate Heat Transfer;





• Choie of equation solvers and dierening shemes;
• Automati generation of user ode;
• Open-soure routine for user-oding;
• Automati onvergene ontrol.
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Figure 6.3: Study of uid dynamis using PHOENICS.
6.3 BISKRA'S DESIGN DAY
Assuring interior omfort in the attempt to realize an energy eonomy is a task,
without whih, the design of a new modern building is not even oneivable. The
limate fators have a big inuene on the energy onsumptions of buildings. The
annual variations have determined the neessity, in our goal, to know how is the
building's energeti behavior through a whole year, it provides an important basis
for the design. However in this ase we have to do a lot of simulations, whih is a
time onsuming proess, and in the other hand annual weather data are not easily
available. This is why we have to hoose a single day to represent the variations of
meteorologial parameters in our region; this day is alled the Design Day. In this
setion, we will present an overview on this notion of the design day and how will be
the proedure of its seletion. This study onentrated on the seletion of Biskra's
Design Day, whih ould be used in our simulation.
6.3.1 DESIGN DAY OVERVIEW
6.3.1.1 Denition of the design day and its harateristis
The building's ventilation and energeti behavior simulation is an important phase
in the design. the ventilation behavior of the building depends on the values of yearly
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meteorologial parameters variations, whih is a time onsuming proess, The dif-
ulty is aggravated by the fat that annual weather data are not easily available
and building designers involved in performane simulations are not the ones respon-
sible for weather information gathering and reording. Consequently, we need an
alternative redued weather data as the design day, extrated from yearly weather
information that an ensure shorter time and less omplex simulation.
The design day is a real historial day, whih reets the natural hourly variations
of meteorologial parameters. We selet it from a omplete set of weather data for
a single day hosen from the meteorologial year. Theoretially, the design day is
to be the day having the most adverse set of weather onditions to enable the de-
sign to meet the indoor omfort riterion all over the year when performing at their
maximum apaity [Tianzhen 1999℄.
An important harateristi of a worst ase meteorologial period is that it an be
representative of a lass of meteorologial onditions that our in a region and an
eet human omfort. This kind of days are known as prototype days.
The design day onsists of 24 hourly values of limati riteria parameters. Beause
of the signiant thermal inertia of a building and its internal struture, the eets
of the hour-by-hour utuation of the weather are not immediately felt but are dis-
tributed over several hours of the day. It is important that a better understanding of
a region's meteorologial onditions is established to aid in the design of building's
ventilation and energy systems [COLDA 2008℄.
6.3.1.2 Simulations weather data
Over the past 20 years, several organizations have developed weather data sets
speially designed for use in building energy simulations, inluding EWY, TRY-
US, TRY-ROW, TMY, TMY2, TMY3, IWEC, WYEC2, CWEC, and AMY, whih
are typially single year ompilations for spei loations. Eah year is ompiled
from 8,760 hourly reords for the desired data parameters [Piotr 2013℄.
There are three general approahes to seleting weather years.
• The rst approah selets a ontiguous year where the monthly means and
standard deviations for that year math the means and standard deviations for
a longer period of reord  often 15 to 30 years. Examples of this approah
inlude EWY and TRY-US.
• The seond approah involves reating omposite years using representative
months from dierent years. Examples of this approah inlude TRY-
ROW, TMY, TMY2, TMY3, CWEC, WYEC2, and IWEC. Data seletion
therefore emphasized `typial' years that are representative of these longer-
term durations (e.g. 30 years).
• The third approah inludes Atual Meteorologial Years (AMYs), whih rep-
resent hourly weather data from a single ontiguous year that is not neessarily
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representative of a greater span of time. This approah is favored when ex-
amining a typial or extreme years.
Below we desribe some of the major types of limate datasets used in energy
modeling. The developers used standard methodologies to determine whih data
would be used from the atual weather data period of reord. The methods were
virtually the same; the true dierenes are related to the dierent weights applied
to weather variables in the seletion proess.
• TRY (TRY-US)-Test Referene Years The TRY datasets were rst re-
ated in 1976 by NOAA's National Climati Data Center. They entail hourly
data from 60 loations in the United States. The data inlude dry bulb
temperature, wet bulb temperature, dew point temperature, wind diretion,
wind speed, barometri pressure, relative humidity, loud over, and loud
type. However, no measured or alulated solar data are inluded. When used
for building energy simulations, the simulation program must alulate the
solar radiation based on the loud over and loud type information available
in the TRY data. The representative year is obtained by eliminating years
that ontained months having high and low temperature means. This proess
ontinues until a single referene year remains. The elimination of extremes
results in datasets, whih are signiantly more moderate than other ontigu-
ous years for the period of reord. The TRY data therefore represent a poor
hoie when evaluating atypial or extreme onditions.
• EWY - Example Weather Years Example Weather Year datasets in the
United Kingdom were also developed in the 1970s using methodologies similar
to those used for TRY-US. These data were ompiled using a representative
ontiguous year from a 20-year period of reord.
• TRY (TRY-ROW)-Test Referene Years TRY datasets reated in Eu-
rope and other parts of the world employed methods and data elements similar
to those used in TMY datasets. Therefore, TRY-US and TRY-ROW are not
interhangeable.
• TMY-Typial Meteorologial Year A typial meteorologial year (TMY)
is a ollation of seleted weather data for a spei loation, generated from a
data bank muh longer than a year in duration. It is speially seleted so that
it presents the range of weather phenomena for the loation in question, while
still giving annual averages that are onsistent with the long-term averages for
the loation in question.
TMY data is frequently used in building simulation, in order to assess the
expeted heating and ooling osts for the design of the building. It is also
used by designers of solar energy systems inluding solar domesti hot water
systems and large sale solar thermal power plants.
To onstrut a TMY, we have to hoose the main harateristis that an
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be followed through hour values at least for 10 years (temperature, humid-
ity, solar radiation, pressure, wind speed et). The TMY les do a good job
apturing typial onditions but (by design) do not show the extremes, whih
beomes inreasingly important as the movement toward energy eient de-
sign [ISHINO 2005℄
The onstrution is done in two stages [COLDA 2008℄:
A- In the rst stage, a typial month is hosen based on meteorologial data,
reorded in several real years. For example, a typial January will be a
real January from the observation years taken into aount.
B- In the seond stage, the data between two typial months (whih an be
from two dierent years) are adjusted, in order to do a smooth transition
between months. There are a lot of smoothing variants, like, for an
example, a loal mediation with Gaussian variables or interpolation with
ubi spline funtions.
Two primary types of TMY les subsequently replaed the initial TMY le:
- TMY2 les that use 30 years of data replaed the initial TMY le in about
1990, with an enhaned weighted average seletion method.
- TMY3 les that use 15 years of data were introdued in 2005 with a higher
emphasis on solar radiation variables and also inluded preipitation as
a variable. While statistially stable les require 30 years of data, the
TMY3 utilized only 15 beause that is the period where adequate satellite
input was available.
• WYEC  Weather Year for Energy Calulations In 1983, ASHRAE
reated WYEC datasets as another means for simulating `typial' weather
patterns. This database was built on the TRY format utilizing solar data
that was either measured or estimated from loud over and type.
• CWEC  Canadian Weather for Energy Calulations The CWEC
datasets represent typial year data based on the WYEC2/TMY methodolo-
gies.
• IWEC  International Weather Year for Energy Calulation ASHRAE
released IWEC weather les in 2000. These datasets ontain `typial' weather
data based on the TMY format intended for use with building energy simula-
tion programs. The IWEC format utilizes 18 years of hourly data.
• AMY  Atual Meteorologial Year As the title implies, AMY les
represent atual hourly ontiguous datasets for a given loation and time,
where energy use data is available. It is used to manage and onrm the atual
performane of a building. The advantage of AMY datasets is their exibility
and ustomization; however, when reating ustomized datasets. AMY les
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are the way to go when seeking ustomized datasets that aount for atual
observed onditions and limate extremes. AMY les an be reated from a
loal airport station [Tianzhen 1999℄.
• MDRY  Moisture Design Referene Years In 2011, ASHRAE 1325-
RP developed Environmental Weather Loads for Hygrothermal Analysis and
Design of Buildings with the purpose of developing representative weather year
data for moisture design alulations. This undertaking reated a methodology
to determine Moisture Design Referene Years (MDRY) from hourly limate
reords for 100 loations in the United States and 7 loations in Canada.
There are two primary soures for limate data:
- Diret Observations: we an have those les from Weather Stations (ground,
buoys, and balloons). Generally aurate but measure a limited number
of variables (5-10).
- Modeled data: Reanalysis data, through full or partial atmospheri models
run for individual sites.
6.3.2 BISKRA'S DESIGN DAY SELECTION
Sine our researh require more preision than general design demands, we will use
AMY 2011 (Atual Meteorologial Year) as weather data, from where we will selet
our design day.
6.3.2.1 AMY for Biskra
The main features of Biskra's limate are the very old and dry winters and very
hot dry summers. In our study, we will use AMY 2011. The urrent AMY le for
ventilation simulation in Biskra is a set of annual weather data for 2011. The AMY
le ontains 8760 hours of information on solar insolation, temperatures, humidity
and wind speed.
Thereby limate parameters will be dened as follows:
• Temperature This variable is haraterized by a large seasonal variation
between 0c and 49c, with an annual temperature dierene of 220c. In addition,
we note the partiular feature that the daily temperature range in summer is
around 15c ; ompared to that of ities in this kind of limate.
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• The dominant winds . It is the seasonal winds; the most ommon are the
old winter winds, whih blow from the North West, ausing the inreasing
humidity. In the seond position of importane, there are hot winds blowing
from South West in spring and autumn, ausing sinister in the region; in
addition, there are dry winds in summer. Maximum winds frequenies are
reorded in February, Marh and April.
• Humidity. The average relative humidity is low; it is around 47%, with
a maximum value of 90% in Deember, and a 10% minimum in July and
August. This variable remains one of the lowest that haraterize this limate;
in addition, this region is experiening high evaporation.
• Rainfall . In this region, rainfall remains low or even very rare. They do
not exeed 31 days per year. Thus, the maximum annual total rainfall rarely
reahes 200mm.
6.3.2.2 Basis for seleting the design day weather le
We propose a new method, whih identies an equivalent temperature, on a daily
basis, and piks out several possible design days from an AMY weather le; in order
to run the simulation for a referene building operating on the design days to reah
a good rate of ventilation.
a- Key weather parameters
Depending to our researh, we have to identify weather parameters, whih have
an inuene on the energy and ventilation performane of a building. Tem-
perature, and wind speed may be regarded as the most signiant weather
parameters. Besides ating as ontrol parameters in the seletion of a design
day, these parameters oer lues for interventions to redue disomfort in o-
upied zones.
For appliation in the simulation, the design day is seleted from the 365 days
in 2011. The seleted design day weather le onsists of detailed data of 24
hourly values of limati riteria parameters: temperature, wind veloity.
Table 6.1 lists two weather parameters from the 2011 weather le, suh as for
eah parameter (temperature or wind speed) the annual maximum, minimum
and average are desribed However the annual mean values of temperatures
and wind speed are presented in Fig 6.4.
Weather parameter Annual maximum Annual minimum Annual average
Temperature T[
◦c] 44.9 -2.1 19.87
Wind speed V[m/s℄ 10.6 0.1 1.87
Table 6.1: Annual statistis of the Biskra 2011 AMY
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Figure 6.4: Annual mean values of temperatures and wind speed
b- Identify the most representative month of the region
In this level of abstration, we base on monthly averages for eah key param-
eter to selet the most representative months for the investigated region, for
example the warmest month, the oldest month...
T[
◦c] Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Ot Nov De
Average 9.61 10.70 13.93 20.19 22.99 27.99 33.26 32.59 22.19 20.14 14.50 10.36
Max 20.1 20.9 25.7 32.9 34.9 41.2 44.9 44 40.5 31.9 24 20.9
Min -2.1 -1.2 1 7.3 12.2 15.7 22.5 22.1 15.6 7.2 5 0.8
Table 6.2: Annual values maximum, minimum, average of temperatures (AMY
2011)
V[m/s℄ Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Ot Nov De
Average 1.54 2.70 2.35 2.23 1.80 1.73 1.97 1.51 1.7 1.44 1.80 1.65
Max 7.1 9.9 9.9 10.6 9.6 8.5 7.8 6.7 7.1 7.3 10.5 7.8
Min 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Table 6.3: Annual values maximum, minimum, average of wind speed (AMY 2011)
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Depending on the previous Tables (Table6.2 and Table6.4) and the annual
mean values of temperatures and wind speed plot we an onlude that:
- The hottest month: July
- The oldest month: January
- The most windy month: April
- The least windy month: August
- Identify the most representative day of the region: the design day
In this study, we seek the most unfavorable meteorologial onditions for the
mirolimate of the studied region, so that the designed systems an reah the
indoor omfort and the appropriate ventilation riterion throughout the year
when performing at their maximum apaity. In this design mode, and aord-
ing to our objetive, we have dened two modes for the design day seletion.
In the rst one, we use two riteria (maximum temperature and maximum
wind speed). However, in the seond, we use one riterion (maximum wind
speed). In this ase, we obtain respetively two design days.
1 Identiation of the rst Design Day
The most straightforward method to nd the rst design day (DD1) from
the weather data of the hottest month (July) is using a linear ombination
f of two weather riteria: temperature (T) and wind (V). The weights (w1
and w2) are xed aording to the importane attributed to eah riterion
and they are inluded between 0 and 1. Then, the problem is dened as
researh, from a set of possible days d (July days), the design day DD1
that makes the linear ombination f maximum. These tehniques are
normally known as aggregating riteria, beause they ombine (or ag-
gregate) all the riteria of the problem into a single one.
f(DD1) = maxf(d) Where f(d) = w1 ∗ T (d) + w2 ∗ V (d) w1 + w2 ≤
1andw1, w2 ∈ [0, 1]
The design day depends on the weights w1, w2, as it is showed in the
table below.
w1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.1
w2 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.8 0.9
d 4 21 21 4 4
Table 6.4: Inuene of the weight values on the design day seletion
- If we give equal weights to the two weather riteria, the DD1 will be
the 21st July.
- If we give a bigger weight to the temperature, the DD1 will be the 21st
July.
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- If we give a bigger weight to the wind speed, the DD1 will be the 4th
July, whih is more interesting aording to our objetive. So we will
hoose the 4th July as the DD1.
In Figure 6.5, we present Julys daily temperature [
◦
℄ and wind speed
[m/s℄ values and their ombination with w1 = 0.4 and w2 = 0.6. The






























Figure 6.5: July's daily temperature c0 and wind speed [m/s℄ values



































Figure 6.6: DD1 hourly temperature c0 and wind speed [m/s℄ values.
2 Identiation of the seond Design Day
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In the seond design mode, the wind speed must be in its maximum value,
whih is from Table 6.4 V max = 10.6 m/s. We identify the seond design
day (DD2) from the weather data of AMY 2011, it is found in the windiest
month: April. DD2 is the 21
stApril.
































Figure 6.7: DD2 hourly temperature c0 and wind speed [m/s℄ values
For eah of the Biskras possible design days DD1 and DD2 determined previously,
the Phoenis ode is used to do the simulation in order to prove our hypothesis
dened before that by emulating natures proesses, strategies and systems we an
improve our buildings reality by ahieving a living arhiteture. Our simulation is
done on the existing state of the building and our outlined design onept a breath
of fresh air for DD1 and DD2 and then we ompare the results for the two ases.
6.4 RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION AND DISCUS-
SION
A methodology is proposed for the study of natural ventilation of the adopted model
(existing ase) and the new design model (a breath of fresh air), with input param-
eters data values of wind veloity and diretion, obtained from AMY 2011.
All the objets that will be inluded in the simulation must be prepared in a step-
by-step proedure that denes its attributes. The simulation of the proposed design
days is done in two dierent stages. In the rst stage, we inorporate the adopted
building and in the seond stage, we inorporate the new onept design.
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We have employed a Cartesian oordinate system; the size of the domain is a triple
of the harateristi height of the building, whih is in this ase 18 meters. The
model was dened by a alulation domain with the size of 70m, 42m and 54 meters
in diretions x,y and z, respetively, that provides more than 30m of open spae
above the building.
Figure 6.8: Modeling of the 3D building's onguration for simulation under Phoen-
is.
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The mesh ontained 73 subdivision in the x diretion, 72 in y diretion and 45
in z diretion, with the smaller spaing is in the regions near the building. The
material properties are seleted in the objet dialog box.
Figure 6.9: Created mesh with the studied building appearing in the Center
An inow ondition was applied at the North West (upwind) side (y-z plane) of
the domain, in the ase of DD1 with an inlet wind speed of 3.83 m/s, and in the
ase of DD2 with an inlet wind speed of 10.6 m/s. In addition, the orientation of
the building is seleted aording to the prevailing wind diretion.
In order to show the distribution of the airow in the building, we fous, in our
experiment, on horizontal views at dierent heights (Figure 6.10), whih are based
on the height of eah aumulation heat box and eah fresh air box of all the oors.
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Figure 6.10: Cross setion of the new model design representing the dierent heights
for the simulation
Tables below 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 summarize the results of the simulation
of the two models within two design days seleted before, DD1 and DD2. Images
were generated to show various top views of the veloity elds and the horizontal
distribution of airow at dierent heights in the sample area.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the horizontal distribution of the airow results of the
two models analyzed in DD1 and DD2 at dierent heights/part1
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the horizontal distribution of the airow results of the
two models analyzed in DD1 and DD2 at dierent heights/part2
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the horizontal distribution of the airow results of the
two models analyzed in DD1 and DD2 at dierent heights/part3
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the horizontal distribution of the airow results of the
two models analyzed in DD1 and DD2 at dierent heights/part4
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the horizontal distribution of the airow results of the
two models analyzed in DD1 and DD2 at dierent heights/part5
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Simulations were largely studied so that it ould be reahed a nal result with the
best possible exatitude. An analysis of the air ows behavior inside the building
is needed. This analysis allowed us to know, understand the behavior of the air
ows toward interpreting and theoretially validate the numerial solution of the air
veloity at eah model.
1. The result of the simulation for eah studied model shows learly the signiant
dierene in the values of the air veloity:
• Low wind veloities are observed in the dierent top views of the existing
ase.
• High wind veloities are observed in the dierent top views of the new
model.
2. An aeleration in air veloities near to the openings of the two models is pro-
dued, as there is a hange in diretion and diminution in onfronted surfaes.
3. The results of the new design model, ompared to the existing model results
show an rises in the veloities espeially near to the basement openings. The
fresh air is drawn in the basement through the openings.
4. In the levels (3.85, 6.65, 9.45, 12.35, 15.15), high veloities are spotted in
the entrane of eah apartments due to the temperature dierenes, whih
ause air moving, where hot air rises beause of its lower pressure, and it is
disharged through the heat aumulation box.
5. In the levels (1.85, 4.65, 7.45, 10.25, 13.15)high veloities are observed near to
the fresh air box.
6. The CFD analysis indiated that for the new ase onguration the presene of
signiant ow irulation within the orridor between the heat aumulation
box and the fresh air box (as seen in the dierent top views of the new design
model)
7. The Air behavior is similar in all the oors (either in the existing ase or in
the new design model exepting the basement); we observe only dierenes in
the veloities.
After the observation of the new design model results of eah oor, it's lear
that the high wind veloities are one in the rst height of the oor near to the
fresh air box and next height are near to the heat aumulation box; beause the
density of air dereases as the temperature inreases ausing warmer air to rise. This
system provides an eetive ventilation to refresh the air, remove unwanted smells
from ooking, and guarantees oupant omfort. The results learly show that the
new system of ventilation improves the ow rates in the building and therefore the
ventilation behavior.
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6.5 CONCLUSION
In this hapter, we have proposed a method for the seletion of the most representa-
tive day of the region of Biskra Biskra's design days. Aording to our aims of this
study, we have seleted two designs days DD1 and DD2 for the simulation using the
Phoenis ode on the existing state of the building and our outlined design onept
a breath of fresh air. By omparing the results of both experiments (existing ase
and the new design onept), we were able to onrm our main objetive highlighted
by this study and we an retain the following points :
- It was possible to ahieve the living arhiteture by emulating nature's proesses,
strategies and systems and at the same time, it was proved that the proposed
system improves our living situation and guaranteeing oupant omfort.
- If our new design onept a breath of fresh air is well implemented, it an onsid-
erably ontribute to reduing the ooling energy onsumption of a building.
Moreover, natural ventilation is not only beneial to reduing energy on-
sumption in a building; its high owrates also lead to higher levels of indoor
air quality than mehanially ooled buildings, whih ould be proved in fur-
ther works.
- The performane of naturally ventilated systems is highly dependent on the build-
ing geometry and the weather onditions, foring the designer to aount for
several additional fators very early in the building design to reah the omfort.
Chapter 7
GENERAL CONCLUSION
In the framework of limate hange, energy eieny and renewable energy, we are
wondering to nd new strategies for the energy optimization that leads to identify
designs and tehnologies that minimize the energy use and maximizing energy sav-
ings, in hot and arid regions. We have a spei interest to a sustainable approah
in the design beause we have a strong feeling that it is time to at, espeially to
introdue new reetion's methods, new ways of thinking and nd a new way to
approah the arhiteture and urbanism in Sahara.
This work is an initiative towards the study and analysis of biomimiry as an im-
portant tool for arhitetural design and sustainable onstrution, fousing on the
possibility of applying biomimeti priniples in the design proess, aiming to reah
the onept of living arhiteture in hot and arid regions. We have investigated
new strategies for sustainable design in hot and arid limates, whih are derived
from the natural designs, systems, and proesses, from their material, properties
and from their adaptive response to hanges in their environment, by linking the
two emerging sienes; Biomimiry and arhitetural design. The main researh
question addressed in this work, is about the potential of biomimiry in developing
a more sustainable reetion's methods and how ould the lessons learned from liv-
ing natural systems be applied to arhiteture to lessen its environmental impat.
The main objetive is to investigate new strategies for sustainable design and to
imitate suh living biologial systems of adaptation found in ora and fauna of the
desert biome in order to transform them into arhitetural design priniples aiming
to prove that we an retify the human reasoning using the nature's genius.
Our researh is based on exploratory and analytial researh, to establish a link be-
tween biomimiry and arhitetural design. Methods used for this investigation are
diverse. Literature researh, expert interviews and analyze of natural mehanisms
and systems are arried out. To ahieve the main objetive of this researh, our
manusript has been divided into two parts: theoretial and pratial part.
The rst part Biomimiry, innovation inspired by nature has been destined to
explain the basis of biomimiry and to investigate the adaptation strategies and
mehanisms found in nature. It is omposed of two hapters: hapter 2 and hap-
ter 3. In hapter two, we have demonstrated how the nature an provide reative
and innovative solutions for making life safer, simpler, and healthier for both the
environment and us, in addition, how we an translate this natural wonder into a
pratial use to benet humanity. Through the presentation of some forms, stru-
tures and organizing priniples found in nature, we have showing that the nature
has long been a soure of inspiration for designers, engineers and arhitets for their
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building projets. In hapter 3, a framework for understanding biomimiry have
been provided for explaining the onepts and diverse strategies of this emerging
approah and to show the dierent types of bio-inspired design that have signi-
ane in an arhitetural framework.
The seond part Towards a living arhiteture foused on the exploration of the
inuene of biomimiry on arhiteture, resulting in a set of seleted priniples that
ould be applied in the design in hot and arid limate. It ontains three hapters:
hapter 4, hapter 5, and hapter 6. In the fourth hapter, we examined the ex-
isting biomimeti tehnologies aiming to dene distint approahes to biomimeti
design, and we disussed the dierent levels of Biomimiry (organism, behavior and
eosystem levels) by highlighting the dierent potentials of eah level in arhite-
tural design. Dierent advanements in the world of Biomimeti arhiteture have
been presented, in this hapter, that serve as examples for the appliation of the
biomimeti approah on arhitetural design aiming to reah the onept of living
arhiteture. In the fth hapter, we have proposed a new systemati methodology
for design in hot and arid regions the Bio-brainstorming methodology, whih is
a key tool to nd new methods and systems for renewable energy and optimiza-
tion. This database is based on some existing biomimeti strategies that funtion
simultaneously in nature and inspire us to redue and ontrol the negative use of
our energy resoures. An implementation of the Bio-Brainstorming methodology,
whih reates an investigation platform for the arhitets, have been demonstrated
to solve a partiular arhitetural hallenge of a hot and arid region: the building's
ventilation. The outlined onept a breath of fresh air have been presented as a
onept design for living buildings in the ity of Biskra.
In the rst part of the sixth hapter, we desribed our proposed method for the
seletion of the most representative day of the region of Biskra Biskra's design
days. Aording to our aims of the study, we have seleted two design days, DD1
and DD2 from AMY 2011, for the simulation using Computational Fluid Dynamis
'CFD' methods to analyze and study the proposed ventilation system.
In the seond part of hapter 6, we have done an experimental study of the natural
ventilation of the adopted model (existing ase) and the new design model a breath
of fresh air, with input parameters data values of wind veloity and diretion, based
on the weather data of the seleted design days. From the omparison of the ex-
periment's results, we were able to onrm our main objetive highlighted by this
researh; it was proved that the proposed system improves our living situation and
guaranteeing oupant omfort and it was possible to ahieve the living arhiteture
by emulating nature's proesses, strategies and systems.
There are some limitations involved in the appliation of the strategies outlined in
the researh. These inlude onits existing between strategies; onits an our
when applying two or more of the outlined strategies to a design. As a onsequene,
all of the strategies may not neessarily be employed in a single building, rather a
seletion of them. It is for this reason the outlined strategies an be seen as guides,
rather than rules.
After studying the potential of Biomimiry on arhitetural design, we an provide
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some reommendations:
• Creating a sustainable built environment is not done by integrating just so-
lar panels on every building. Humans need to be more in-tune with nature
and look at nature for inspiration. Designs that mimi nature's beauty and
elegane should not just be on a material or form basis; it should be from
a thorough understanding of the philosophy and prinipals that make those
solutions from nature work suessfully.
• We denitely an and should take the philosophy behind natures living organ-
isms and use them to aid in the development of mankind to nd a new way to
survive that not only benets humans, but the natural environment as well.
Biomimiry an be used as an integrative arhitetural design omponent in
order to ahieve this, and reate omplete unity between the building, the
users, and the environment.
• We have to state our hallenge in funtional terms, so that we an use the
Biomimiry Taxonomy. Through this proess, if we have asked the right How
does nature ...?  questions, we should easily ome up with 30 to 70 organisms.
From there, it is a matter of narrowing down the list and organizing it in a
way that we an use to selet the best ones for further researh.
• Studying adaptation and regulation strategies in nature gave insight into some
dominating proesses and fators for adaptation and provide a database for
biomimeti solutions.
• Other levels of researh ould be arried out for example available budget,
whih ould be orrelated to the exploration model. This type of researh
needs an intensive investigation of interdisiplinary elds.
• A multidisiplinary platform for biomimeti innovation in arhiteture, where
researhers and industry ollaborate is essential for design onept validation.
This researh has breahed a number of subjets on whih areers an and have been
built. It has only been possible to srath the surfae of eah of these to develop a
high-level interdisiplinary knowledge. Further researh into multidisiplinarity, in-
terdisiplinarity, transdisiplinarity, biomimiry, bionis, building interations, and
more would ultimately enrih this researh further. Ideally, all of this researh should
be expanded with the help of an interdisiplinary team. With that understanding,
there are a number of spei topis of interest for future researh. The perspetives
of this work are relatively numerous, in both theoretial and pratial sale, but we
will mention the most essential:
• The biomimeti researh still within the ontext of researh and exploration.
It would be important for future researh projets to fully implement suh a
design approah within the ontext of atual building projets.
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• Another important line of researh is the appliation of suh a design approah
on an urban sale in hot and arid regions.
• The elaboration of a database for the adaptation mehanisms and systems
found in the desert Biome is a promising eld of researh that an failitate
the integration of Biomimiry in arhitetural design.
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Abstrat
One of the most important design hallenges is designing eologial buildings
loated in hot and arid regions beause of the global limate hange. In these
regions, sientists reommend the use of the priniples of the sustainable de-
sign that are based mainly on reduing the energy onsumption of the building
and the ahievement of its eo-eieny. In this ontext, developing more en-
ergy eient servies and tehnologies is essential. Biomimetis, as a design
approah, provides a huge potential for energy eieny. Energy saving have
beome an important part of modern development, whih plaes speial em-
phasis on resoure optimization.
Through an exploratory and analytial researh, this work is an attempt to
establish a link between biomimiry and arhitetural design. It starts by the
exploration of the inuene of biomimiry on arhiteture, resulting in a set
of seleted priniples that ould be applied in the design in hot and arid li-
mate. We attempt to reah the onept of living arhiteture in hot and arid
regions by investigating new strategies for sustainable design. These strate-
gies are derived from the natural designs, living systems and proesses, from
their material, properties and from their adaptive response to hanges in their
environment, in order to transform them into arhitetural design priniples
aiming to prove that the human reasoning is illogial and we an retify it
using the natureâs genius.
We propose a Biobrainstorming methodology as a key tool to nd new methods
and systems for renewable energy in hot and arid regions. The major benet
of this proposed methodology is its appliability to dierent disiplines as a
problem solver, and not only to arhiteture and building. This is due to the
generality of the design tools.
In Biskra, a hot and arid region, we are faing the problem of sik building
syndrome, whih is the ombination of disomfort experiened by building
oupants due to poor onditions of air quality and other aspets related to
indoor limate. To solve this syndrome of air quality, ventilation, with mini-
mal energy use, is provided. To ahieve our goal, we will take a model of these
buildings built by humans as a ase study and other models found in nature
to be inspired by these models and strategies toward improving our experi-
ened situation and to nd new methods and systems for renewable energy in
Biskra. We propose a biomimeti design model for a living building that keep
the indoor environment in a moderate level of omfort. Finally, we proeed to
the simulation using Computational Fluid Dynamis 'CFD' methods, using a
Design Day as a representative day of the region of Biskra to test the validity
of this theoretial idea.
Keywords: Arhitetural design, Biomimiry, Bio-inspiration, CFD, Hot
and arid regions, Natural world, Problem solver
 الملخص 
, يϭصي ϭاحدة من أكبر تحديΎΕ التصميϡ هϭ تصميϡ المبΎني الخضراء في المنΎطϕ الحΎرة ϭ الجΎفΔ نتيجΔ لتغير المنΎخ العΎلمي . في هده المجΎاΕ
الكϔΎءة البيئيΔ. في هدا السيΎϕ, Δ في البنΎء ϭ تحϘيϕ لϬΎ العϠمΎء بΎستخداϡ مبΎدΉ التصميϡ المستداϡ التي تعتمد في المϘΎϡ اأϭل عϠϰ الحد من استϬاϙ الطΎق
بحΕ جزءا هΎمΎ تطϭير التϘنيΎΕ ϭ ااستغال العϘاني لϠطΎقΔ أصبح أمر ضرϭرϱ. تϘϠيد الطبيعΔ كنϬج تصميϡ يϭفر إمكΎنيΎΕ هΎئϠΔ لكϔΎءة الطΎقΔ التي أص
ستكاΎفيΔ ϭ التحϠيϠيΔ, هدا العمل هϭ محΎϭلΔ منΎ لدمج مبΎدΉ من خال البحϭث اا عϠϰ ااستϔΎدة المثϠϰ لمϭارد الطبيعΔ.من التنميΔ الحديثΔ, التي ترتكز 
لمبΎدΉ التصميϡ المعمΎرϱ ϭ المحيط الطبيعي. ϭ هي تبدأ من خال استكاΎف ت΄ثير تϘϠيد الطبيعΔ في الϬندسΔ المعمΎريΔ,ممΎ أدى إلϰ مجمϭعΔ من ا
حن نحΎϭل لϠϭصϭل إلϰ مϔϬϭϡ حيϭيΔ العمΎرة في المنΎطϕ الجΎفΔ ϭ الحΎرة من المختΎرة التي يمكن تطبيϘϬΎ في التصميϡ في المنΎخ الحΎر ϭ الجΎف. ϭ ن
ϭ تستمد هده ااستراتجيΎΕ من المϔΎهيϡ الطبيعيΔ ϭ النظϡ الحيΔ ϭ تكيϔϬΎ مع التغيراΕ في بيئتϬΎ من خال دراسΔ استراتجيΎΕ جديدة لϠتصميϡ المستداϡ. 
ϭ نحن  من دلϙ إثبΎΕ أن الطرϕ المستعمϠΔ حΎليΎ غير منطϘيΔ ϭ يمكننΎ ااستϠϬΎϡ من عبϘريΔ الطبيعΔ. أجل تحϭيϠϬΎ إلϰ مبΎدΉ التصميϡ المعمΎرϱ ϭ نحΎϭل
لϠطريϘΔ " كΈستراتجيΔ جديدة لاستغال اأمثل لϠمϭارد الطبيعيΔ في المنΎطϕ الجΎفΔ ϭ الحΎرة. ϭ الميزة اأسΎسيΔ  gnimrotsniarB-oiBنϘدϡ منϬجيΔ "
في مدينΔ بسكرة, بظرϭفϬΎ المنΎخيΔ  Ϡف التخصصΎΕ ليس فϘط في العمΎرة ϭ البنΎء ϭ يرجع دلϙ إلϰ عمϭميΔ أدϭاΕ تصميمϬΎ.المϘترحΔ تطبيϘϬΎ عϠϰ مخت
ϭ غيرهΎ من الحΎرة ϭ الجΎفΔ, نϭاجه ماكϠΔ مΎ يسمϰ بΎلمبΎني المريضΔ, التي هي مزيج من عدϡ الراحΔ التي ياعر بϬΎ السكΎن بسبΏ سϭء نϭعيΔ الϬϭاء 
من  هϭ ااستغال اأمثل لϠطΎقΔ. لتحϘيϕ هدفنΎ سϭف نتخذ نمϭذجΎء المتعϠϘΔ بΎلمنΎخ في اأمΎكن المنغϠϘΔ. من المϘترحΎΕ اأسΎسيΔ لعمϠنΎ هدا جϭانΏ البن
يΏ ϭ نظϡ جديدة البار كحΎلΔ دراسΔ ϭ نمΎذج مستϭحΎة من الطبيعΔ كمصدر الϬΎϡ لإستراتجيΎΕ لتحسين ϭضع حيΎتنΎ ϭ إيجΎد أسΎلالتي بنΎهΎ  هده المبΎني
في مستϭى معتدل من الراحΔ. ϭ لϠطΎقΔ المتجددة في بسكرة. في هده الدراسΔ, نϘدϡ نمϭذج تصميϡ بيϭميميتيϙ لمبنϰ سكني حيث يحΎفظ عϠϰ البيئΔ الداخϠيΔ 
صحΔ هده  اختبΎردينΔ بسكرة من أجل " دينΎميΎΕ المϭائع الحسΎبيΔ بΎستخداϡ "يϭϡ تصميϡ" كيϭϡ ممثل لم DFCأخيرا ن΅دϱ المحΎكΎة بΎستخداϡ أسΎليΏ "
 الϔكرة النظريΔ.
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